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Abstract

This thesis is focused on developing and investigating methods for locating internal failures in High Voltage (HV) Shunt Capacitor Banks (SCBs). Integrating fault location algorithms into capacitor bank protective relays has become more vital with SCBs being more widely in use and unbalance being a major occurrence. Specifically, this is of importance for large (high voltage) SCBs, which have a wider search space in terms of the number of elements and units that comprise the bank. Localizing the fault location problem is an attempt towards reducing the outage (repair) time of SCBs with advantages such as planning preventive maintenance and reducing unscheduled outages of the SCBs.

The challenges for determining the location of internal failures and continuous monitoring of the SCBs for this application are: first, no outward indication for the common fusing technologies of SCBs (internally fused and fuseless), second, the offsetting (balancing) effect of subsequent failures against the low impact of the previous failures (i.e. ambiguous failures), third, compensating for other sources of unbalance, such as manufacturing tolerances, gradual capacitance changes, and system unbalances, and last, less than ideal number of available measurements.

In this thesis, first the ultra sensitive protection, unbalance protection, that is the conventional method for detecting internal failures is reviewed. This protection strategy would be the backbone for fault location methods. In the area of monitoring internal failures and fault location of SCBs very little research work has been reported in the literature. A chapter will cover the existing methods that are either directly related to this topic or indirectly perform the same application. Furthermore, a relevant method in the literature is investigated in more details.

Intimate connection exists between bank designs and unbalance protection methods. Therefore, different configurations have different advantages or shortcomings in terms of fault location. Having reviewed various connections, the ones that are more common or have more challenges in terms of available measurements are intended for proposing new methods for internal failure determination or enhancing the fault location algorithms.

In a separate chapter, first a new indicating quantity that employs automatic calibrating factors is proposed. The method overcomes the mentioned challenges and is further adapted to suit three of the common SCB grounding arrangements. The indicating quantity is referred to as Superimposed Reactance method and can be integrated into voltage-based unbalance protection functions to enhance the extracted information from detected failures. Then current-based unbalance protection methods for double wye banks are considered and a fault location method that applies a combination of self-tuning and auto-setting of k-factors is proposed for this type of banks.

In another part of the proposed method’s chapter, envision of additional unbalance protection functions is discussed. While it is seldom economic to add voltage or current transducers for solely fault location purpose, two common protection philosophies with additional measurements are discussed in terms of fault location application. In the last part of the chapter, provisions for the proposed algorithm security and also the proposed methods usage and information display are presented.

The performance of the investigated methods of the literature and the proposed methods are assessed in a separate chapter. Various internal failure scenarios and external
disturbances are studied to both examine the algorithm security and dependability. Simulations consider capacitor banks adapted from the literature and also actual banks in existing utility systems.

The work is extended by discussing other applications rather than only fault location determination for the proposed methods, accordingly online monitoring aspect is elaborated. In summarized tables the proposed method output operands are compared with the present methods in the literature. Fuse saving for externally fused banks is another application of the proposed methods which is verified using an illustrative scenario. A commercial relay is also tested by play back of COMTRADE files from PSCAD simulations to demonstrate the shortcomings of conventional unbalance relaying methods in terms of ambiguous failures online monitoring in comparison with the proposed methods.

Keywords: capacitor failure, condition monitoring, fault location, fault report, fuse, internal failure, online monitoring, preventive alarm, protective relays, shunt capacitor banks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Problem statement and research objectives

Today, complex transmission systems demand increasing amount of reactive power support which is to be supplied by transmission providers. Shunt Capacitor Banks (SCBs), Figure 1.1, are critical power system apparatus that are mainly installed for this VAR demand. Benefits from installation of SCBs includes: relatively inexpensive voltage support, power factor correction, providing VAR support for distributed energy resources, and keeping FACTS devices within their capacity limits. Relieving reactive power requirements itself leads to reduction of losses and can also help to postpone investments in transmission and generation capacities. Although SCBs are not new in terms of application and their introduction to power system, there has been little research on advanced methods for their protection. The reason for less interest in development of SCBs advanced dedicated relays is because SCBs are historically considered a relatively low-volume market [6]. Referring back to early research on SCBs monitoring and protection, papers and patents include discussing the general protection methods [7–9], special logics for discrimination between an internal fault and a system fault for a capacitor battery [10], effects of system disturbances on security of protection functions for SCBs [11,12], detection of high impedance ground faults within a SCB that benefits from perphase voltage differential protection [13], and direct impedance measurements for unbalance detection [14].

Fault location for various power apparatus is different in the level of selectivity and search space reduction. For example for transmission lines fault location can point out the exact distance at which the fault has occurred. For SCBs the less than ideal number of available measurements limits the fault location to the affected phase detection and in case of double wye connections to the affected wye section. There are a few recent publications for fault location in SCBs. The faulted phase determination is adequate enough to narrow the search area and reduce the investigation time for locating the fault by at least 66.6 %. In addition, in single wye SCBs with tapped potential transformers (PT) or in double wye SCBs with neutral current transformers (CT), this search area can be reduced by 83.3 % because in these configurations each phase has two sections that are distinguishable in terms of failure location. As a result, IEEE guide for pro-
tection of SCBs [2] recommends fault location logics as effective methods to speed up troubleshooting and repair of the banks. Summing up, higher availability of supporting reactive power is an advantage that the current research is looking for.

1.1.1 Challenges

Failure of an element/unit will increase the voltage stress on the remaining series elements/units. The more the number of the failed units, the greater the stress and thus less time between the failures. As a result, cascading failure is the condition that must be taken care of by not missing the detection of any failure inside the SCB.

Knowing the location of the failure (i.e. the phase and, for double wye configurations, the wye section containing the fault) would eventually result in increasing the total in-service time of SCBs. This is realized by either minimizing the searching time for the failed elements in the repair process or by enabling advance preventive maintenance schedules. Few available measurements and metering accuracies make the fault location techniques to be challenging especially when considering the effect of a single element failure among hundreds of elements in the measured signals.
Another challenge is the masking or offsetting effect which stands for the condition at which a subsequent failure cancels out the unbalance seen by the relay and thus makes the failure location detection false or insensitive. For H-bridge SCBs, the masking happens when a second failure occurs in the opposite diagonal of an existing failure. For double wye SCBs, same phase faults on both sections may become hidden from the relay. Similarly, same number of element failures on all three phases in a section are the cases that may not be detected. Also, failures on two phases in a section can be mis-detected for a failure in the other phase of the other section. Comparably, in single wye SCBs, when failures exist in all three phases the bank might seem balanced to the relay and failures in two phases may become mis-detected for an unbalance in the other phase. Figure 1.2 illustrates these scenarios.

In order to introduce highly sensitive fault location methods, the technique must also be able to accurately and completely compensate for the inherent unbalances in the SCB and the system voltage unbalances. In addition, gradual capacitance changes due to temperature variations and aging should be compensated. Shading effect is also another similar case which occurs at times that part of the SCB may be under direct sunlight while the other part is in the shade. Compensating for these slight and low rate changes at regular time interval has to be considered in a fault location method.

1.1.2 Motivation

In the following parts it is explained why the fault location function is an emerging crucial requirement for capacitor bank protection and monitoring relays in the modern electrical power systems.

The popular design requires sensitive relaying

Single phase capacitor units constitute a shunt capacitor bank. With these units connected in parallel and series, the desired voltage rating and reactive power rating would be achieved. In a similar way, capacitor elements form a capacitor unit with their parallel and series combination.

Capacitor units in their early generation needed fuses because they were very vulnerable to case rupture (as there was no control over minor internal faults until they became a major fault). These Externally fused banks are known for higher operating costs and bank unavailability. A capacitor unit with a blown fuse requires the capacitor bank to be taken out of service and hence, reduces the time that SCB is available and benefits the system. Because pollution, corrosion, and fluctuating climatic conditions reduce the reliability of external fuses, they have to be checked and replaced periodically [1]. Figure 1.3 shows an externally fused capacitor unit.

In another fusing method called Internally fused, the isolation of a failed capacitor element allows the capacitor bank to remain in service. The design reduces the vulnerability to faults from animals climbing inside the bank. Figure 1.4 demonstrates an internally fused design for capacitor units.

High quality insulating materials has made the role played by SCB fuses to become secondary. The prevalent dielectric type for the HV power capacitors is polypropylene
Figure 1.2: Masking or offsetting effect.
1.1. Problem statement and research objectives

Figure 1.3: Externally fused capacitor unit [1].

film. These films are impregnated with synthetic fluid such as Faradol 810 or other biodegradable PCB free oils [15]. As a result, fuseless designs have been introduced. They have the advantage of being cheaper and having lower losses, i.e. $RI^2$ losses associated with capacitor can as capacitor fuses are not present in these bank designs. Heavy duty welding of the two foil electrodes within the failed element minimizes the chance of continued arcing [16]. Figure 1.5 illustrates this design. Depending on whether the groups of capacitor units are connected in series or in series/parallel from phase to neutral, capacitor banks without fuse may also be called unfused instead of fuseless [17]. The operating voltage level changes according to the arrangement of units [3], i.e. unfused banks are normally used for systems with voltages below 34.5 kV, for voltages equal or higher than this value fuseless banks are in service.

In short, while the fuseless units are superior in terms of lower losses associated with fuses, both of fuseless and internally fused technologies are advantageous to the externally fused designs. With instantaneous disconnection/shorting out of the faulty element, these designs prevent from cascading element failures inside the capacitor units. Although manufacturers have adopted these technologies for higher availability of the SCB and lower maintenance costs, but internally protected capacitor units have the disadvantage of low transient withstand capability of their low rating fuses [18] and no visual indication for the unit with failed elements– all film capacitors even do not bulge when a failure occurs [19]. Historically, SCB’s maintenance is a time-consuming task
Figure 1.4: Internally fused capacitor unit [1].

Figure 1.5: Fuseless capacitor unit [1].
for utilities [20]. With unbalance being a major occurrence due to the dielectric failure, developing methods for determining the involved phase is an advancement for SCB protection and control relays. This helps the crew by reducing the search space to a particular phase for repair and preparing the bank faster for service.

The increased frequency of failures in today’s grid

Modern grids work close to their operation limits, and over-voltage duty is placed on transmission systems by today’s load flow requirements. Utilities have also reported an increase in the frequency of failures in SCBs in recent years [21]. Integrating fault location algorithms into capacitor bank protective relays has become more vital with SCBs being more widely in use. Specifically, this is of importance for large (high voltage) SCBs which have a larger search space in terms of the number of elements and units that comprise the bank.

Outage times and incidents in Canada

The Canadian Electricity Association reports major transmission equipment statistics annually. For shunt capacitor banks, considering failures of capacitors, bushings, and insulation, SCBs at different voltage levels have had time consuming repair and recovery of service. For banks with 60 kV-109 kV voltage rating, the average repair time (forced unavailable time) studied over a period of five years, 1998-2002, has been reported to be 555.2 hours- same statistic for banks of 200 kV-299 kV has been 140.6 hours. The total outage time over this interval at 60 kV-109 kV has been 231,520 hours for 417 SCB outages. A single bank outage incident at extra high voltage level, 600 kV- 799 kV, has resulted in 10 hours of repair or replacement time [22]. The recent SCB installations in southern Ontario and a recent incident in greater Toronto area originating from SCB switching and grounding issues can also be mentioned as local examples that motivate research topics on protection and monitoring of SCBs. For details on installation of seven 230 kV SCBs in transmission stations across southern Ontario see [23]. For the incident at Richview Transformer station that resulted in substantial damage to the 230 kV SCBs and their breakers see [24].

1.1.3 Research objectives

The thesis objectives are:

- To investigate a relevant commercial fault location method and to do performance analysis for that, under special challenging scenarios
- To develop an enhanced fault location technique for SCBs protected with neutral current unbalance protection (both grounded and ungrounded), in order to prevent ambiguous indications and provide live report of number of failures
- To introduce a new fault location indicating quantity for banks with voltage based unbalance protection, in order to detect consecutive failures and provide live report of number of failed elements. The method is intended to be applicable to different grounding arrangements
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- To expand the concept of fault location to online monitoring for fuse saving in externally fused banks
- To apply self-tuning and auto-setting to voltage differential unbalance protection
- To investigate and discuss applicability of neutral voltage unbalance estimation for fault location of double wye SCBs
- To discuss the proposed methods advantages to a conventional unbalance protection method alarms by testing a commercial relay

Furthermore, all of the developed fault location methods have the following properties:

- Making the best out of the available measurements
- Deploying k-factor auto-setting and self-tuning concept
- Compensating for pre-existing inherent unbalance in the SCB (manufacturing tolerances) and system voltage unbalance
- Compensating for gradual changes in the capacitance (aging, temperature impacts)
- Determining consecutive failures location
- Determining number of failed capacitor elements
- Verified for reliable operation considering system harmonics, system voltage unbalance, measurement noise, and power system disturbances

1.2 Thesis outline

Chapter 2 gives an overview of the unbalance protection methods whose purpose is to remove the bank from service for any fault that is likely to cause further damage. Dependent on the connection type and available transducers several unbalance protection methods exist. The chapter covers these methods and explains the theory of them. In case there are adjustments for the methods that increase their sensitivity it is explained in this chapter to help in forming the basis for fault location algorithm development. The conventional operating functions that help in discriminating internal failures from other unbalance signals are elaborated in this chapter.

Chapter 3 presents the current literature in the area of fault location in SCBs. The chapter includes investigation of the relevant methods theories. Because the present methods are restrictively disclosed, only in the form of patents, rather than academic papers; where applicable, this chapter is intended to find out the assumptions and derivation approach of these existing methods in the literature.

Chapter 4 introduces the proposed methods in this thesis. The chapter includes fault location principle development equations and any other estimation/calculation that is
1.3 Summary

This chapter has briefly introduced the role and importance of high voltage shunt capacitor banks in power systems. The problem of fault location and its application have been explained. Challenges and motivation for the present research have been outlined—followed by the thesis organization. A literature review and investigation of a relevant fault location method will be discussed in the following chapter.
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Fault Location Fundamentals: Unbalance Protection

2.1 Introduction

SCBs protection consists of system protection schemes and bank protection schemes [2]. System protection schemes are required to handle abnormal system conditions, such as over/undervoltages and excessive transient overcurrents within a system and to disconnect the entire shunt capacitor bank in order to prevent further damage to the capacitors. On the other hand, bank protection schemes are required to protect faults within the capacitor bank. The main concerns in bank protection are unbalance problems within the bank due to faulted capacitor units or elements [13]. This is due to the fact that mild internal faults do not render high currents for external fuses or over current protection operation. Accordingly, unbalance relaying would be the proper sensitive solution for protection against internal failures and it can trip the element failures much faster [18].

This chapter presents the theory of unbalance protection methods as the main existing schemes that are in connection with internal failures in SCBs. Unbalance protection methods are the backbone of fault location methods. They use the evaluated unbalance for detection of abnormalities in a device. The known relationships among the measured voltages/currents taken around the SCB are used to monitor the changes in impedances indirectly. Unbalance protection methods have to be designed to eliminate or reduce unbalances due to capacitor tolerances and temperature drifts [2]. The rest of the chapter introduces various unbalance relaying methods. It should be noted that unbalance relaying methods with particular fault location schemes proposed in the literature will be covered in a separate, literature review, chapter. More information on protection and design of SCBs is presented in Appendix E.

2.2 Phase voltage differential

The phase voltage differential protection is selected to illustrate how phase difference between electrical quantities can determine whether an internal failure has occurred. Assume a solidly grounded wye SCB with potential transformer in each phase at a tap
2.2. Phase voltage differential

For each phase of the bank the following equation would be true:

\[ V_{TAP} = \frac{X_2}{X_1 + X_2} V_{BUS} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

Note that to date all-film capacitor units losses combined with buswork losses are so low [25] that in references and also in IEEE Std C37.99-2012 [2] the impedance of the capacitor bank is considered to be purely negative reactive. Following the previous equation, a constant is defined as:

\[ K = \frac{X_2}{X_1 + X_2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

The protection operating signal and the self-set value for the constant are defined as:

\[ V_{OP} = V_{TAP} - K V_{BUS} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

\[ K_{SET} = \frac{|V_{TAP}|}{V_{BUS}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

It is worth noting that for ungrounded SCBs the voltage terms in (2.3), which are usually magnitudes, will be replaced with phasors measured with respect to the neutral voltage [3]. The actual value for the constant, \( K_{ACT} \), in the operating signal equation will change as a result of an internal failure. Therefore, by replacing the actual tap voltage in terms of this k-factor, the following equation can be derived for the operating signal:

\[ V_{OP} = (K_{ACT} - K_{SET}) \times V_{BUS} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.5)

By analyzing the vectorial position of the operating signal with the bus voltage (in phase or out of phase) it can be determined that the failure is in the upper side of the
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tapped point or the lower. In some references the differential voltage, (2.3), is formed from magnitudes of the voltage phasors [26], while in other references the operating voltage is the vectorial difference [27]. Considering the k-factor nature, (2.4), which must be an absolute value to make the fault location based on (2.5) valid, in the vectorial difference case, the phase angle difference between the tap voltage and the bus voltage can introduce standing unbalance in the operating signal. For fuseless SCBs instead of a midpoint tap voltage, the voltage across low voltage capacitors forms the tap voltage. This is because strings are not connected at the midpoints in multi-string fuseless designs. The described unbalance protection is phase segregated and very simple that can also be used for locating an internal failure. This is applicable only for wye connected SCBs with tapped potential transformer. Voltage difference between the tap voltages of the parallel banks for double wye grounded SCBs is also an alternative similar unbalance protection, in which again three separate single phase voltage differential relays are used to detect unbalance for each phase independently. Special configurations with the tapped voltage transformers connected at the phase side of grounding capacitors also exist [2], [1]. The principles of the other fault location detection algorithms are similar in basics to the explained method.

2.3 Unbalance method for capacitor banks grounded through a neutral capacitor

In IEEE Std C37.99 [2] unbalance protection of a bank grounded via a capacitor is explained. Depending on the grounding impedance, the configuration could either be considered as an ungrounded SCB (relatively large grounding impedance), or a grounded SCB with relatively small grounding impedance. The first case is discussed thoroughly in the next sections. The latter is the same as the presented phase voltage differential protection.

For the sake of brevity, only the equation set which explains the operating signal assuming equal phase reactances is brought here.

By Ohm’s law in the SCB shown in Figure 2.2, we have

\[(V_A - V_N - jX_A) + (V_B - V_N - jX_B) + (V_C - V_N - jX_C) \times (-jX_N) = V_N \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.6)

which is equivalent to

\[3V_0 \times jX_N = jX \times V_N + jX_N \times 3V_N \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.7)

which allows for introducing the following protection function:

\[V_{op} = |3V_0 - (\frac{X}{X_N} + 3) \times V_N| \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.8)

This protection function is a neutral voltage unbalance protection with a ratio compensation. In the upcoming section for the proposed methods, we will show that this ratio of neutral reactance to phase reactance adds a third factor to the fault location principle.
2.4 Unbalance method for capacitor banks grounded through a CT with resistive burden

In IEEE Std C37.99 [2] unbalance protection of a bank grounded via CT with a resistive burden is explained.

Again we assume that the three phase reactances are equal, and thus denoted by $X$. Another assumption, for the sake of simplicity, would be the CT ratio of 1:1. In [2]
instead of the primary value of the ground current, its secondary value, based on the burden and the voltage across it, is used for deriving the protection function. Considering a SCB as in Figure 2.3, the following balance equation holds true:

\[
\left( -\frac{V_A}{-jX} + \frac{V_B}{-jX} + \frac{V_C}{-jX} \right) \times R = V_R
\]  

(2.9)

which can be simplified as

\[
3V_0 + j \frac{X}{R} \times V_R = 0
\]  

(2.10)

which demonstrates that the neutral voltage at the bus, \( V_0 \), is balanced by a voltage associated with the bank neutral (shifted and with a compensation ratio, \( j \frac{X}{R} \times V_R \)). Thus, a neutral voltage unbalance relay can be used for implementation of such a protection scheme, see Figure 2.4.

![Figure 2.4](image)

Figure 2.4: Single wye SCB grounded via CT with a resistive burden: application of a neutral unbalance relay capable of ratio compensation, and phase shifting.

To further simplify the operating function, knowing that \( \frac{V_R}{R} = 3I_0 \), and defining a simple pickup value, \( V_{\text{pickup}} \), the protection function actuation can be describe as

\[
|3V_0 + 3jX I_0| > V_{\text{pickup}}
\]  

(2.11)

which is more simplified in (2.12)

\[
|Z_0 - (-jX)| > \frac{V_{\text{pickup}}}{3 |I_0|}
\]  

(2.12)

This relates the protection function to the apparent zero sequence monitoring of the bank. The zero sequence impedance can be measured having the ground current and the bus voltages; however, the protection assumes a fixed and equal reactance for the three phases of the bank. It is worthwhile to note that no reference in the current literature has discussed fault location for this scheme. Thus, we have addressed this in the proposed methods chapter.
2.5 Phase current unbalance protection for fault location

Figure 2.5 illustrates application of phase unbalance for protection of different capacitor units connections inside a capacitor bank.

Figure 2.5: Phase current unbalance protection, (a) SCB with window type CTs at neutral connection (b) SCB with H-bridge configuration [2].

Because phase unbalance provides unbalance measurement per phase, deriving the equation sets and logics that can be used for fault location is rather straight forward. For two parallel banks with window CT at the neutral of each phase, the differential currents measured per phase will be useful for sensitive unbalance protection and fault location when compared to two individual CTs, per phase, summated electrically. With reference to Figure 2.5 part (a), the following can be written for phase A:

\[
\begin{align*}
    I_{DIF} &= I_{A1} - I_{A2} \\
    I_A &= I_{A1} + I_{A2}
\end{align*}
\] (2.13)
Using the identical voltage that the two parallel banks are working with, we have

\[
\begin{align*}
I_{DIF} &= V_A \frac{Z_{A2} - Z_{A1}}{Z_{A2} Z_{A1}} \\
I_A &= V_A \frac{Z_{A2} + Z_{A1}}{Z_{A2} Z_{A1}}
\end{align*}
\]

(2.14)

Before the failure, the vectorial relationship between phase current and the differential neutral current of the same phase is

\[
\begin{align*}
I_{DIF} &= I_A \frac{Z_{A2} - Z_{A1}}{Z_{A2} + Z_{A1}} \\
I_{op} &= I_{DIF} - I_A K_A = 0
\end{align*}
\]

(2.15)

where \(I_{op}\) is the operating protection signal, which is nulled by compensating the inherent unbalance via the \(K_A\). By approximating the impedances with their pure reactance this \(k\) factor can be expressed as

\[
K_A \approx \frac{X_{A2} - X_{A1}}{X_{A2} + X_{A1}}
\]

(2.16)

Failure of any capacitor element in either of the strings, 1 or 2, changes the value of \(K_A\) to, say, \(K_{Af}\). If we represent the new differential current with \(K_{f} I_A\), then the operating signal would become

\[
I_{op} = I_A (K_{Af} - K_A)
\]

(2.17)

According to (2.16), and Figure 4.1, the phase angle difference between the phase current and the operating current, defined by (2.17), can only be 180° or 0°, dependent on the fusing and the string that involves the failed element. Thus, the location of the internal failure can be found for each phase, (string 1 or 2). Note that phase B and C are respectively duplicated in the equations and explanations.

Same idea applies for H-configured banks. This time the operating signal will be the difference between line current and the bridge current with a correlating \(k\) factor defined by circuitry laws. In Figure 2.5 (b), \(I_H\) will be zero if the voltage difference between the two points of \(A_1\), and \(A_2\) is zero. For phase A, using the identical voltage that the two parallel strings are working with, and by voltage division, one can find out that this zero voltage difference implies the following balance equation:

\[
\frac{Z'_2}{Z_1 + Z'_2} = \frac{Z'_1}{Z_2 + Z'_1}
\]

(2.18)

Any unbalance will make the bridge current non-zero as

\[
I_H = I_A \left( \frac{Z'_2}{Z_1 + Z'_2} - \frac{Z'_1}{Z_2 + Z'_1} \right)
\]

(2.19)

As a result, failures in the upper left section \((Z_1)\) of the bridge, and failures in lower right section \((Z'_1)\) of the bridge will cause same phase relation between the phase current and the bridge current. Same story applies for upper right \((Z_2)\) and lower left sections \((Z'_2)\). Note that phase B and C are respectively duplicated in the equations and explanations.
2.6 Neutral voltage unbalance for double wye ungrounded configurations with isolated neutrals

Figure 2.6 illustrates another unbalance protection method for double wye banks. The two sections in this protection scheme are not parallel. Applying fault location considering pre-existing inherent unbalance for such a protection scheme is not applicable. This is due to the fact that as the neutrals of the two sections are isolated, no relation could be found between the phase reactances. Thus, the number of unknown k factors will be more than the known equations. With regard to this configuration, in the next chapter we will discuss the proposed method of [27], which is based on some simplifying assumptions.

![Neutral Voltage Unbalance Protection for Double Wye Ungrounded Configurations with Isolated Neutrals](image)

2.7 Neutral voltage unbalance for double wye ungrounded configurations with tied neutrals

Figure 2.7 illustrates another unbalance protection method for double wye banks. This

![Neutral Voltage Unbalance Protection for Double Wye Ungrounded Configurations with Tied Neutrals](image)
unbalance protection is not sensitive to third harmonic components or system voltage unbalance [2]. However, it does not address bank inherent unbalance and thus it is not as common as the unbalance protection with neutral current. Again this protection scheme is not favorable in terms of fault location. Which is because unlike the double wye connections with a CT in the tied neutral, the neutral quantity does not help to discriminate between failures in the right/left sections i.e., there is no phase angle difference in the neutral voltage phasor. We will elaborate more on this in neutral voltage estimation Section 4.7.2.

2.8 Summary

This chapter introduced the fundamentals of detection of problems within the capacitor units. Known relations of currents and voltages based on presumed symmetry in the impedances of the bank are used in developing operating functions whose level is evaluated against thresholds for tripping the bank and preventing from cascading failures. The chapter mainly introduced unbalance protection basics for configurations that already have per phase unbalance measurements to give an idea of the fundamentals of fault location. Various unbalance relaying methods were introduced including some uncommon unbalance protection schemes. In the following chapter a survey and theory investigation will be presented for the patents and publications for SCBs fault location. The focus of the present thesis would be on configurations that do not have per phase unbalance indication, common connections will be studied in more detail.
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SCBs Fault Location Literature Survey

3.1 Introduction

This literature survey reviews the existing approaches in locating internal element failures for HV-SCBs. The review has two parts. The first part will cover explanation of the properties and application of existing fault location methods. The second part investigates one of the references in more detail as the relevant and fairly disclosed fault location method in the literature.

3.2 Literature Survey

Detection of unbalances inside power coupling devices has been a concern for the industry in the past decades. The aim has been disconnecting the device, e.g. SCB, to prevent from cascading failures [28]. Particularly, several patents and papers on the protection of SCBs have been published [7–10,29,30]. However, the issue of fault location detection for three phase SCBs have recently attracted more attention. Identifying the failed element among the numerous elements constituting the bank requires measurement of voltage across the capacitors or calculation of the impedance or current flow by deploying several CTs. This simple idea of direct measurements is complex for application and roughly speaking is an impractical approach. Therefore, research to at least identify the involved phase has emerged in the recent years.

Fault location determination is complex for configurations that do not benefit from phase segregated protection methods, i.e. where the unbalance is not measured per phase. Examples of these are, single wye and double wye configurations with neutral voltage unbalance protection or neutral current unbalance protection, respectively. As discussed in the former chapter, configurations that apply per-phase unbalance measurements do not introduce a concern in terms of fault location. For example, phase current unbalance and H-bridge current unbalance both imply measured unbalance in each phase via CTs. The H-bridge configuration can even include potential transformers at tap points to make its simple fault location immune to ambiguous failures [27]. Fault location for solidly
grounded single wye banks is also reported to be straight forward, because normally they are protected with voltage differential function across each phase, that inherently determines the faulted phase [31], see section 2.

In [4] a string differential current based approach is presented which in fact is only applicable for specially designed banks with extra available measurement points. The configuration discussed in [4] has 4 strings per phase. Each string current is compared twice, i.e. with its two adjacent strings. In addition to this intra phase current unbalance protection, a common string (zero sequence) current unbalance protection has also been introduced in [4]. This zero sequence measurement is accomplished using 4 separate summing blocks and helps in finding the involved string for cases that there are equal number of failed elements in two adjacent strings of the intra phase unbalance protection.

The method presented in [25, 32, 33] is an impedance measurement based approach that benefits from compensating temperature effects on impedance variation. Real time measured impedances are averaged to fine tune the nameplate values. A mho characteristic in the impedance plane is used for detecting changes in impedance of strings. To maintain the sensitivity of the method the radii of the offset mho adapts with changes in the temperature. For security reason in case of large scale system disturbances the function is blocked. Such an approach for fault location and the method of [4] can be categorized in a separate group of methods as they require measurement of all string currents which is not usually the case in terms of availability of measurement points and installed CTs. The basis of the rest of the fault location methods for SCBs is phase angle comparison [10] which is employed to determine the involved phase [26,34].

The method introduced in [26, 31, 34] is faulted phase identification for ungrounded wye SCBs and faulted phase and section identification for ungrounded double wye SCBs. The idea is further discussed in [27, 35] for several other simple connections. A fixed reference, i.e. positive sequence voltage for SCBs with neutral voltage protection, and positive sequence current for SCBs with neutral current measurement, has been defined for the phase angle evaluation of a determined compensated quantity. The suggested methods of these references neglect the negative sequence component of the voltage or current to derive the expected value for each phase’s fault. Furthermore, in these references, detection of number of failed elements, consecutive failures and compensation for partial shading and gradual changes in the capacitance, as a result of aging and temperature variations, is not discussed. Details of these methods will be elaborated in the next part of this chapter.

In the reference [36], a method which does not use the neutral measurements and thus is applicable to both ungrounded and grounded SCBs is introduced. The method compromises the simplicity of unbalance protection and instead of four measurements deploys all three phase currents and voltages for SCB protection. Also the fault location basis is very similar to [34] with the only difference of comparing current based operating quantity angle to positive sequence voltage phase angle presuming the 90 degree phase shift between phase currents and bus voltages for ideal capacitors. In the mentioned reference, compensated negative sequence current cancels out the effect of imbalances not related to internal capacitor failures. Having the present time measurements and the measurements from commissioning time, the predetermined factor indirectly takes into account the temperature variations. However, such an approach does not address the
shading effect. Moreover, consecutive failure detection and determination of number of failed elements have not been considered in [36].

In [37] an algorithm for fault location is presented for double wye connected SCBs which relies on comparison between consecutive measurements of the normalized unbalance current phase angle with respect to one of the phases. In terms of the choice of only one phase current, considerations rise for algorithm security. Because in case steady state changes in the network symmetry are expected, then per-unitizing based on a single phase current is not the proper choice. The compensation method in [37] for pre-existing unbalance and consecutive failures is based on determining step changes in the per-unitized neutral current. This implies that by consecutive measurements the goal of compensation is achieved indirectly. The start tracking and end tracking moments have not been clarified for these consecutive measurements. Detection of the number of failed elements is reported to be done by scaling the rms of neutral current to the rms of a selected phase current (perunit) for an offline simulation based look-up table. Details on how such an algorithm can be adapted to suit commercial relaying functions are not provided. Moreover, in [37] it is claimed that by using the per unit value of the neutral current it becomes independent of system transients and less dependent of the temperature changes; however, such a method can not address the shading effect. Same idea of measurement of step changes has also been developed in [21] for H-bridge banks. The proposed method in [37] is unproven in terms of angle of the step change. The angle of the neutral current referenced to the phase current per se can not identify consecutive failures and also it is not immune to pre-existing unbalance. In this reference, angle of the step change is a vague term as the angle between the two subsequent unbalance currents would be close to zero. In addition, the method does not introduce any compensation or resetting procedure.

In conclusion, because the details of the operating equations are also not disclosed for [37], method of SEL [31] was chosen for comparison and review. The following section provides the calculations required to prove the derivation approach for the SEL method discussed in [27,34].

3.3 Investigation and review of the SEL method

The explanations in this section are mainly from references [27,34]. But we have investigated the details on derivation of the equations and assumptions, because they were not disclosed. We refer to these references’ approach for fault location as the ”SEL method” throughout this thesis, by this we mean the method of SEL Inc.

3.3.1 Single Wye Ungrounded SCB

Figure 3.1 shows the respective measurements, SEL’s compensated voltage term (introduced as unbalance quantity) is defined as follows:

\[
\Delta V_G = V_A^{BUS} + V_B^{BUS} + V_C^{BUS} - 3V_N - (\eta_1 (V_B^{BUS} - V_N) + \eta_2 (V_C^{BUS} - V_N)) \tag{3.1}
\]
\( \eta_1 \) and \( \eta_2 \) are defined as scale factor settings based on the relay measurements that reset the unbalance quantity.

By comparing the phase angle of the \( \Delta V_G \) with the phase angle of the positive sequence voltage the involved phase will be determined through the logic shown in Figure 3.2. Note that the phase differences include a 15° blinder to avoid mis-detection of unbalances not resulting from capacitor failures. The first inputs of the OR gates are for fuseless banks and the second ones stand for fused banks cases (implying 180° phase shift for change in the sign of reactance variation in case of failure).

![Figure 3.1: The SEL method’s single Y configuration and available measurements.](image)

![Figure 3.2: The SEL method fault location logic for single wye.](image)

Here we will investigate how they have come up with this equation and fault location method. For fault location purpose, we have to write the equations while assuming a failure. The assumption is that capacitor bank impedances can be approximated as pure reactances. Also, at this point, it is assumed that all three phases have the same
reactance ($X$) before the failure takes place. We start by writing a KCL at the neutral of Figure 3.1

$$\frac{V_A - V_N}{X} + \frac{V_B - V_N}{X} + \frac{V_C - V_N}{X} = 0 \quad (3.2)$$

where the bus voltages are denoted without the BUS superscript. Considering a failure in phase A and rewriting the equations in another form we have

$$-3V_N = 3 \times \frac{-\frac{V_A}{X_f} - \frac{V_B}{X} - \frac{V_C}{X}}{\frac{1}{X_f} + \frac{2}{X}} \quad (3.3)$$

where the reactance of phase A after failure is denoted by $X_f$. Adding and subtracting the underlined terms in the nominator results in

$$-3V_N = 3 \times \frac{V_A(\frac{1}{X} - \frac{1}{X_f}) - \frac{3V_0}{X}}{\frac{1}{X_f} + \frac{2}{X}} \quad (3.4)$$

Multiplying the nominator and denominator of the right side by $X$ and then adding $3V_0$ to both sides gives

$$3V_0 - 3V_N = 3 \times \frac{V_A(1 - \frac{X}{X_f}) - 3V_0}{2 + \frac{X}{X_f}} + 3V_0 \quad (3.5)$$

$$\Rightarrow 3V_0 - 3V_N = 3 \times (\frac{V_A(1 - \frac{X}{X_f}) - 3V_0 + V_0\frac{X}{X_f} + 2V_0}{2 + \frac{X}{X_f}})$$

, and consequently we derive

$$3V_0 - 3V_N = 3 \times \frac{(V_A - V_0)(1 - \frac{X}{X_f})}{\frac{X}{X_f} + 2} \quad (3.6)$$

$3V_0$ can be replaced with sum of the bus voltages. Also, the denominator on the right side of the equation is a positive number as $\frac{X}{X_f} \approx 1$. It is also clear that $V_A - V_0 = V_A^+ + V_A^-$. Considering that $V_A^- \ll V_A^+$ in a normal power system operation, we can fairly approximate that $\angle(V_A - V_0) = \angle V_A^+$. By employing the same approach for phases B and C, we can write:

$$\angle \Delta V_G = \angle(3(V_A + V_B + V_C) - 3V_N) = \angle(V_p^+) + \angle(1 - \frac{X}{X_f}) \quad (3.7)$$

where $V_p^+$ denotes the positive sequence component of the voltage of the involved phase (p). For fuseless SCBs, $X > X_f$, and for fused ones $X_f > X$. Therefore, the algorithm of Figure 3.2 can be verified. However, the assumption of equal reactances in (3.2) makes
the method vulnerable to inherent unbalance in the SCB. Thus, to increase the security of
the method, the authors of [27,34] have subtracted a compensating factor of the following
form \( \eta_1 (V^B - V_N) + \eta_2 (V^C - V_N) \) from \( V_A + V_B + V_C - 3V_N \) to define \( \Delta V_G \) as (3.1).

To determine \( \eta_1 \) and \( \eta_2 \) in (3.1), we write a KCL at the neutral of Figure 3.1:

\[
\frac{V_A - V_N}{X_A} + \frac{V_B - V_N}{X_B} + \frac{V_C - V_N}{X_C} = 0 \quad (3.8)
\]

where the bus voltages are denoted without the \( BUS \) superscript. By multiplying this
equation by \( X_A \), we have

\[
V_A - V_N + \frac{X_A}{X_B} (V_B - V_N) + \frac{X_A}{X_C} (V_C - V_N) = 0 \quad (3.9)
\]

By adding and subtracting the underlined terms as follows:

\[
V_A + V_B + V_C - V_N - 2V_N - V_B + V_N - V_C + \frac{X_A}{X_B} (V_B - V_N) + \frac{X_A}{X_C} (V_C - V_N) = 0 \quad (3.10)
\]

By further simplification and factoring appropriate terms, we have

\[
V_A + V_B + V_C - 3V_N - ((\frac{X_A}{X_B} - 1)(V_B - V_N) + (\frac{X_A}{X_C} - 1)(V_C - V_N)) = 0 \quad (3.11)
\]

By comparing 3.1 and 3.11, we can determine

\[
\eta_1 = \frac{X_A}{X_B} - 1 \quad (3.12)
\]

\[
\eta_2 = \frac{X_A}{X_C} - 1
\]

It is important to note here that (3.7) can not be simply derived assuming the general
case where the capacitors of three phases are not equal.

### 3.3.2 Double Wye Ungrounded SCB with Neutral Current Measurement

For a failed capacitor to withstand the discharge transient current flow from parallel
capacitors there is a limit for the total stored energy in a parallel connected group.
To keep the sensitivity of unbalance protection schemes while not violating this limit,
splitting the bank into two wye sections is the preferred solution. This makes double wye
banks a common connection in HV-SCBs.

For the double wye configuration, the SEL unbalance quantity is defined as:

\[
60K_N = I_N - (K_1 \cdot I_{CAP}^B + K_2 \cdot I_{CAP}^C) \quad (3.13)
\]

variables of which are measured currents according to Figure 3.3. By comparing the phase
angle of the 60\( K_N \) with phase angle of the positive sequence current the faulted phase
will be identified through the logic shown in Figure 3.4. For double wye configuration
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depending on the CT polarity and the direction of the neutral current, the phase angle relationship with failures in the left bank and right bank is distinguished. Figure 3.4 is based on the assumption that the phase CT matches the neutral CT polarity and is for fuseless banks. In case of fused banks, the legend would be reverse for right and left section faults.

The way that such a method has been derived can be explained through the following equations:

Writing KCL at the left neutral node (Figure 3.3)

\[ I_N = I_A^l + I_B^l + I_C^l \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.14)

where the superscript \( l \) denotes the left section current in the corresponding phase. By performing a current division this KCL can be written in terms of the phase currents as

\[ I_N = K_A I_A + K_B I_B + K_C I_C \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.15)

where we have omitted the ”CAP” from notation of the phase currents, and

\[ K_p = \frac{X_p^r}{X_p^l + X_p^r} \quad p : A, B \ or \ C \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.16)

in which, the superscripts \( r \) and \( l \) denote the corresponding right section and left section reactances. In order to find the k-factors that should be set for inherent unbalance compensation, the KCL equation can be rewritten in the following way:

\[ I_N = K_A I_A + \frac{K_A}{2} I_B + \frac{K_A}{2} I_B + K_A I_C - K_A I_C + K_C I_C \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.17)

Because \( I_0 \) would be zero, as there is no path to ground in this configuration, we have:

\[ I_N = (K_B - K_A) I_B + (K_C - K_A) I_C = \alpha_A I_B + \beta_A I_C \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.18)

which is in fact the neutral current prior to an internal failure, that is caused by any other unbalance, i.e. pre-existing unbalance.

As a result, and by simply changing the way k-factors are denoted, the SEL fault location principle constants, (3.13), are found to have the following values:

\[ \begin{cases} K_1 = K_B - K_A \\ K_2 = K_C - K_A \end{cases} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.19)

Assuming an element failure in the left section of phase A, which causes the k-factor in phase A to get a new value of \( K_{A_f} \), namely after failure k-factor:

\[ K_{A_f} = \frac{X_A^r}{X_A^l + X_A^r} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.20)

the neutral current becomes

\[ I_N = K_{A_f} I_A + K_B I_B + K_C I_C \]

\[ = K_{A_f} I_A - K_A I_A + K_A I_A + K_B I_B + K_C I_C \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.21)
the compensated neutral current is then defined to be

\[ I_{N_{\text{compensated}}} = I_N - I_{N_{\text{pre-failure}}} = I_N - (K_1 I_B + K_2 I_C) \]
\[ = (K_{A_f} I_A + K_B I_B + K_C I_C) - (K_A I_A + K_B I_B + K_C I_C) \]
\[ = (K_{A_f} - K_A) I_A \]
\[ = I_A X_A^r \frac{X_A^l - X_{A_f}^l}{(X_A^l + X_A^r)(X_{A_f}^l + X_A^r)} \] (3.22)

Having this equation derived, the logic of Figure 3.4 can be explained through the following notes:
First of all, considering that \( I_A^- \ll I_A^+ \) in a normal power system operation, we can fairly approximate that \( \angle I_A^- = \angle I_A^+ \). Second, the positive sequence component of different phases have 120° phase shift with respect to each other. Third, (3.22) implies that the phase angle of the compensated neutral current has zero or 180° phase shift (depending on the section of the failure location) with respect to the phase angle of the phase in which the element/unit has failed. The phase angle difference between the compensated neutral current and the phase current is also dependent on the fusing method (i.e. impedance change direction in case of failure, see Figure 4.1). Putting these together, the phase comparison demonstrated in Figure 3.4 has been devised by SEL Inc. to determine the internal failure location. Note that for a fused bank the legend for the right section and the left section will replace each other.

![Figure 3.3: The SEL method’s double wye configuration and available measurements.](image)

### 3.3.3 Double Wye Ungrounded SCB with Isolated Neutrals

Fig. 3.5 shows the measurements that are available based on the neutral voltage unbalance protection (59NU) for this configuration.
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Figure 3.5: Double Wye Ungrounded Configurations with Isolated Neutrals.

Similar to ungrounded double wye banks with neutral current unbalance protection, the measured neutral quantity is expected to be zero for two healthy bank sections. This is because both neutrals will have the same value which is equal to $V_0$. Therefore, by design, the two sections could be of different rated reactances, which is not considered by the SEL method. Here we will investigate the SEL method for this configuration, i.e. the equations are developed for this purpose. The final assumptions concluded for this method will be used to clarify why this particular SEL method is susceptible to external disturbance case studies in the future chapters.

Assume that all phase reactances are equal to $X$. With a failure in the left section of phase A that makes the reactance $X_f$, we can write two KCLs at the neutrals.

$$\frac{V_A - V_{N_l}}{X_f} + \frac{V_B - V_{N_l}}{X} + \frac{V_C - V_{N_l}}{X} = 0 \quad (3.23)$$

$$\frac{V_A - V_{N_r}}{X} + \frac{V_B - V_{N_r}}{X} + \frac{V_C - V_{N_r}}{X} = 0 \quad (3.24)$$

Subtracting the later equations from each other, we can express the result in terms of the neutral voltage difference, defined by (3.25)

$$V_{N_l,N_r} = V_{N_l} - V_{N_r} \quad (3.25)$$

$$\frac{V_A}{X_f} - \frac{V_{N_l}}{X_f} - \frac{V_A}{X} + \frac{V_{N_l}}{X} + \frac{V_{N_r}}{X} - \frac{V_{N_l}}{X} + \frac{V_{N_r}}{X} + \frac{V_{N_l}}{X} - \frac{V_{N_r}}{X} = 0 \quad (3.26)$$

Simplifying the later equation gives:

$$V_{N_l,N_r} \frac{3}{X} = (\frac{1}{X_f} - \frac{1}{X})(V_A - V_{N_l}) \quad (3.27)$$
If we multiply both sides by $X$, and using the following notation

$$X^{Spu} = \frac{X - X_f}{X_f}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.28)

we can express the identity as

$$3V_{N_r} = X^{Spu}(V_A - V_{N_l})$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.29)

By defining an unbalance quantity from (3.29):

$$\Delta V_G = V_{N_r} - \frac{X^{Spu}}{3}(V_A - V_{N_l})$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.30)

one can get an idea of the parameter estimations in the SEL operating quantity which is:

$$\Delta V_G = V_{N_r} - KV^+$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.31)

where $K$ is the phasor setting that resets the principle.

The SEL fault location logic assuming a $15^\circ$ blinder is shown in Figure 3.6. The principle phase angle is referenced to the positive sequence bus voltage phase angle, denoted as $DVGA$. As a result, the concluded assumptions are as follows:

For a normal power system operation, when assuming $V_{N_l} \ll V_A$, fairly it can be approximated that $\angle(V_A - V_{N_l}) = \angle V^+_A$ (because the neutral voltage is almost equal to residual voltage when pre-existing unbalance is neglected). Similar idea is true for other phases and therefore a general phase angle relationship can be written for (3.29):

$$\angle V_{N_r} = \angle V^+_p + \angle(1 - \frac{X}{X_f})$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.32)

where $V^+_p$ denotes the positive sequence component of the faulted phase voltage. For fuseless SCBs, $X > X_f$, and for fused ones $X_f > X$.
Because $K$ is expected to get a small value, the phase angle of the compensated quantity referenced to positive sequence voltage phase angle is approximately the same as its uncompensated referenced phase angle, which was verified in (3.32). In equation form this is:

$$\angle\left(\frac{V_{N_1N_r} - KV^+}{V^+}\right) = \angle\left(\frac{V_{N_1N_r}}{V^+} - K\right) \simeq \angle\frac{V_{N_1N_r}}{V^+} = \angle V_{N_1N_r} - \angle V^+ \quad (3.33)$$

### 3.3.4 H-bridge banks with CT in each phase and PT at the tap point

In accordance with the descriptions in section 2.5, the fault location principle using the bridge unbalance current is expressed as follows in [27]:

$$60p = I_{H_p} - K_p I_p \quad (3.34)$$

Which is derived from (2.17), and (2.19).

In order to determine which quadrant of each phase of an H-bridge has the failed element, both phase voltage and phase current unbalance protections should be applied. The reason is, as per section 2.2, voltage differential protection can distinguish whether the upper part of a tap is faulty or the lower part. Also, as per section 2.5, the phase current unbalance itself can only distinguish between the failure of the two diagonals of the bridge.

Figures 3.7, and 3.8 demonstrate the configuration measurements and the fault location logic based on a 15° blinder, respectively. It is worthy to note that in Figure(3.8), DVA points out to (2.3).

### 3.4 Summary

This chapter covered the current fault location methods and where applicable elaborated on some of them in detail. Assumptions and properties of the methods were extracted to help out in proposing new methods for fault location in HV SCBs. Next chapter will present the proposed ideas and algorithms.
Figure 3.4: The SEL method’s fault location logic for double wye (fuseless).

Figure 3.7: Measurements for fault location of H-bridge banks
Figure 3.8: The SEL fault location logic for H-bridge banks
Chapter 4

The Proposed Fault Location Methods

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the proposed methods for fault location in HV SCBs. The configurations for which new ideas have been developed or the fault location is proposed for the first time are introduced and the equation sets that form the fault location principles are elaborated. Flowchart of the algorithms and application settings are also explained.

Accuracy of an internal failure detection method is directly related to how it can discriminate between pre-existing unbalances in the bank and the subsequent failures. Accordingly, operating function k-factors are determined to develop sensitive fault location methods.

Although the initial difference between reactances of different phases is minimized through manufacturing methods [4], see Section 5.1, but still there would be a difference in the total phase reactances. Thus, different reactances need to be assumed for the three phases. Because temperature affects the reactance, and even at times part of the SCB may be under direct sunlight while the other part is in the shade (a.k.a. shading effect), k-factors should be updated at regular time intervals. This helps to compensate for the gradual changes. A separate section in this chapter will explain this algorithm property.

Common connections and fusing technologies are considered in the proposed fault location methods development. The selected configurations are complex in terms of derivation of the unbalance equations with the expected available measurements. The proposed logics consider whether the bank is internally fused or fuseless to account for the increase or decrease in the magnitude of the reactance after the fault, see Figure 4.1.

In the following sections of this chapter, first a new indicating quantity is defined based on the measured voltages around single wye SCBs and it is denoted as super-imposed reactance. This complex value forms the basis for the proposed fault location methods in three different grounding arrangements. Originally the principle is developed for single wye ungrounded SCBs with neutral voltage unbalance protection and then it is adapted to become suitable for two other connections, grounded through CT and grounded through capacitor. After these, an enhanced fault location method is intro-
Figure 4.1: Effect of fusing on the change of reactance

duced for grounded and ungrounded double wye SCBs with neutral current unbalance protection. The proposed fault location methods not only incorporate the properties of the present methods in the literature but also put forth solutions for more application issues while making the most out of the in-use measurements. This is in consistent with the
common practical unbalance protection functions. The algorithm development includes assumption of different phase and section reactances due to manufacturing tolerance. The proposed methods are devised with less simplifications to keep the fault location sensitive to slightest failures while it is immune to noise, harmonics, and external unbalances.

4.2 Superimposed Reactance (SR) for Ungrounded Single Wye SCB

4.2.1 Determining the involved phase

Assume a single wye ungrounded SCB, Figure 4.2. Writing KCL at the neutral node considering a failure in phase A gives

$$V_N\left(\frac{1}{X_{A_f}} + \frac{1}{X_A} + \frac{1}{X_B} + \frac{1}{X_C}\right) = \frac{V_A}{X_{A_f}} + \frac{V_B}{X_B} + \frac{V_C}{X_C}$$

(4.1)

where $X_{A_f}$ denotes the reactance of phase A after the element/unit failure. Adding and subtracting the underlined terms will simplify this very first equation

$$V_N\left(\frac{1}{X_{A_f}} + \frac{1}{X_A} + \frac{1}{X_B} + \frac{1}{X_C}\right) - \frac{1}{X_{A_f}} = \frac{V_A}{X_{A_f}} + \frac{V_A}{X_A} + \frac{V_B}{X_B} + \frac{V_C}{X_C}$$

(4.2)

Multiplying both sides by $X_A$, will give

$$V_N = \frac{(V_A X_A^{A_f} - V_A) + V_A + K_B^A V_B + K_C^A V_C}{(\frac{X_A}{X_{A_f}} - 1) + 1 + K_B^A + K_C^A}$$

(4.3)

where we have defined two pre-failure reactance ratios as follows:

$$K_B^A = \frac{X_A}{X_B}$$

(4.4)

$$K_C^A = \frac{X_A}{X_C}$$
Having (4.3), we can add and subtract $V_B$ and $V_C$ to the numerator. The internal unbalance of the SCB makes the neutral voltage to change from the zero sequence voltage. Also, $V_0$ can be considered to be a representative of the power system (voltage) unbalance. Thus, to account for the power system unbalance, it is tried to abstract the difference between the residual voltage, $V_0$, and the neutral voltage by adding and subtracting $V_0$ from (4.3).

$$V_N = \frac{V_A \frac{x_A-x_{Af}}{x_f} + V_A + K_B^A V_B + V_B - V_B + K_C^A V_C + V_C - V_C}{\frac{x_A-x_{Af}}{x_f} + 1 + K_B^A + K_C^A} - V_0 + V_0$$

(4.5)

Simplifying the previous equation, one can derive

$$V_N = \frac{(V_A - V_0) \frac{x_A-x_{Af}}{x_f} + (K_B^A - 1)(V_B - V_0) + (K_C^A - 1)(V_C - V_0)}{\frac{x_A-x_{Af}}{x_f} + 1 + K_B^A + K_C^A} + V_0$$

(4.6)

For auto-setting of the constants in (4.6), and thus representing the inherent unbalance in the SCB, we have to evaluate this equation prior to an internal failure. By assuming:

$$X_{Af} = X_A$$

(4.7)

we will have:

$$V_{N_{est}} = \alpha_A(V_B - V_0) + \beta_A(V_C - V_0) + V_0$$

(4.8)

where

$$\alpha_A = \frac{K_A^B - 1}{1 + K_B^A + K_C^A}$$

(4.9)

and

$$\beta_A = \frac{K_C^A - 1}{1 + K_B^A + K_C^A}$$

(4.10)

In (4.8), the neutral voltage is denoted by $V_{N_{est}}$, as it is an estimation of neutral voltage without direct measurement of it. Using (4.8) we can solve for $\alpha_A$ and $\beta_A$.

For a failure in phase A of the SCB, the corresponding k-factors in terms of their relative $\alpha_A$ and $\beta_A$ are:

$$K_C^A = \frac{1 + 2\beta_A - \alpha_A}{1 - \beta_A - \alpha_A}$$

(4.11)

$$K_B^A = \frac{\alpha_A + \alpha_A K_C^A + 1}{1 - \alpha_A}$$

(4.12)

The k-factors can also be set directly using the following equations. A simple KCL at the neutral point implies

$$\frac{V_A - V_N}{X_A} + \frac{V_B - V_N}{X_B} + \frac{V_C - V_N}{X_C} = 0$$

(4.13)
or equivalently
\[
\frac{V_A - V_N}{X_A/X_A} + \frac{V_B - V_N}{X_B/X_A} + \frac{V_C - V_N}{X_C/X_A} = 0 \quad (4.14)
\]

Thus for each phase, the k-factors can be set separately, e.g., for phase A we can write
\[
(V_B - V_N)K_B^A + (V_C - V_N)K_C^A = V_N - V_A \quad (4.15)
\]

Equation (4.15) is a set of two equations for real and imaginary parts of the voltage terms. Hence, the two unknowns, k-factors, can be found and set for fault location.

After setting the k-factors, the following terms can be defined to simplify (4.6):
\[
\gamma_A = (K_B^A - 1)(V_B - V_0) + (K_C^A - 1)(V_C - V_0) \quad (4.16)
\]
\[
\lambda_A = 1 + K_B^A + K_C^A \quad (4.17)
\]
\[
X_{p_{spu}} = \frac{X_p - X_{pf}}{X_{pf}} \quad (4.18)
\]

Note that \( \gamma \) is not a constant but a continuously monitored factor for each phase. \( X_{spu} \) denotes the superimposed reactance and both its magnitude and phase angle will be monitored. Therefore, the general form for (4.6) becomes:
\[
(X_{p_{spu}} + \lambda_p)(V_N - V_0) = (V_A - V_0)X_{p_{spu}} + \gamma_p \quad (4.19)
\]

which implies
\[
X_{p_{spu}} = \frac{\gamma_p - \lambda_p(V_N - V_0)}{V_N - V_p} \quad (4.20)
\]

By applying the same procedure when assuming failures in phase B or C, the equation for k-factors, \( \gamma \), and \( \lambda \) of the two other phases can be found as follows:

For phase B:
\[
\begin{align*}
K_B^C &= \frac{K_C^A}{K_B^A} \\
K_A^B &= (K_B^A)^{-1} \\
\gamma_B &= (K_B^C - 1)(V_C - V_0) + (K_A^B - 1)(V_A - V_0) \\
\lambda_B &= 1 + K_A^B + K_C^B
\end{align*} \quad (4.21)
\]

For phase C:
\[
\begin{align*}
K_A^C &= (K_C^A)^{-1} \\
K_B^C &= \frac{K_B^A}{K_C^A} \\
\gamma_C &= (K_A^C - 1)(V_A - V_0) + (K_C^B - 1)(V_B - V_0) \\
\lambda_C &= 1 + K_A^C + K_B^C
\end{align*} \quad (4.22)
\]

The latter equation-sets for the two other phases, demonstrate that the k-factors are relative to each other. As a consequence, upon a failure the magnitude of the two other phase principles also will change. Fault location using \( X_{spu} \) implies that measuring the
equivalent reactance in terms of the measured voltages introduces an accurate way to locate the internal unbalance caused by element failures.

With reference to (4.18), and the sign of the reactance difference (before and after an internal failure), we know the expected phase angle of the perunit superimposed reactance. For fuseless banks, because \( X_p > X_p f \) it is expected that in case of failure, the angle of \( X^{Spu} \) for the faulted phase would be around 0°, we will consider a tolerance for security reason as it will be explained in Section 4.8.4. Similarly, for fused banks the expected phase angle for \( X^{Spu} \) is (about) 180° because \( X_p < X_p f \). In order to make a unique phase angle boundary for both fused and fuseless banks, it is proposed to incorporate a sign factor to (4.18). This factor is defined as follows:

\[
K_{sg} = \begin{cases} 
+1 & \text{for fuseless banks} \\
-1 & \text{for fused banks}
\end{cases}
\] (4.23)

Therefore, after failures, the phase angle of the superimposed reactance will lie around zero. As a result, the superimposed reactance would be

\[
X^{Spu}_p = K_{sg} \frac{\gamma_p - \lambda_p (V_N - V_0)}{\sqrt{V_N - V_p}}
\] (4.24)

### 4.2.2 Estimating the number of failed elements

For detection of the number of failed elements and also activation of the phase angle comparison logic, a reference/threshold value can be set simply using the superimposed reactance magnitude based on (4.18). Accordingly, one advantage of the proposed principle is that there is no need for derivative calculation to find a base for number of element failures detection. The defined superimposed reactance as per (4.18) can be set as a base for this purpose using the SCB nameplate values assuming failure of a single element. See Section 4.8.2 for more detailed equations.

### 4.3 Adapted SR for Single Wye SCB Grounded through a Capacitor

#### 4.3.1 Determining the involved phase

We will investigate application of the proposed superimposed reactance concept for fault location of single wye SCBs grounded through a capacitor. Applying KCL at the neutral point of the shown SCB in Figure 4.3, with a presumed internal failure in phase A, results in the following balance equation:

\[
\frac{V_A}{X_{A_f}} + \frac{V_B}{X_B} + \frac{V_C}{X_C} = V_N \left( \frac{1}{X_{A_f}} + \frac{1}{X_B} + \frac{1}{X_C} + \frac{1}{X_N} \right)
\] (4.25)

Adding and subtracting the following underlined terms results in:
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Figure 4.3: Measurements available for single wye SCB grounded through a capacitor.

\[
\frac{V_A}{X_{A'}} - \frac{V_A}{X_A} + \frac{V_B}{X_B} - \frac{V_B}{X_B} + \frac{V_C}{X_C} - \frac{V_C}{X_C} = V_N \left( \frac{1}{X_{A'}} - \frac{1}{X_A} + \frac{1}{X_B} + \frac{1}{X_C} + \frac{1}{X_N} \right) \tag{4.26}
\]

Multiplying both sides by \( X_A \), reintroducing the superimposed reactance as per (4.18), and defining the k-factors as per (4.4), with a third k-factor introduced by the following definition:

\[
K_N^A = \frac{X_A}{X_N} \tag{4.27}
\]

gives

\[
V_A X_A^{Spu} + 3V_0 + V_B (K_B^A - 1) + V_C (K_C^A - 1) = V_N (1 + K_B^A + K_C^A + K_N^A + X_A^{Spu}) \tag{4.28}
\]

Adding and subtracting three terms of \( K_p^AV_0 \) for the three k-factors, can introduce an equation which looks similar to the proposed principle for ungrounded banks as per (4.24):

\[
(V_N - V_A)(X_A^{Spu}) = (V_B - V_0)(K_B^A - 1) + (V_C - V_0)(K_C^A - 1) - (V_N - V_0)(1 + K_B^A + K_C^A + K_N^A) - K_N^A V_0 \tag{4.29}
\]

The following terms can be defined to simplify the last equation:

\[
\gamma_A' = (K_B^A - 1)(V_B - V_0) + (K_C^A - 1)(V_C - V_0) \tag{4.30}
\]

\[
\lambda_A' = 1 + K_B^A + K_C^A + K_N^A \tag{4.31}
\]

Comparing with the \( \gamma \) and \( \lambda \) terms derived for ungrounded wye SCBs, (4.16), and (4.17), it can be shown that

\[
\begin{cases}
\gamma_A' = \gamma_A \\
\lambda_A' = \lambda_A + K_N^A
\end{cases} \tag{4.32}
\]
Therefore, the resultant fault location principle would be

\[
X_{pu}^{sp} = \frac{\gamma_p' - \lambda_p'(V_N - V_0) - K_{pN}^p V_0}{V_N - V_p}
\]  
(4.33)

where the superscript, \( p \), denotes the phase for which the superimposed reactance is estimated.

To derive the self-setting equations, KCL is applied at the neutral point of the SCB shown in Figure 2.2, which results in the following balance equation:

\[
\frac{V_A}{X_A} + \frac{V_B}{X_B} + \frac{V_C}{X_C} = V_N\left(\frac{1}{X_A} + \frac{1}{X_B} + \frac{1}{X_C} + \frac{1}{X_N}\right)
\]  
(4.34)

this can be rewritten as

\[
V_A + K_A^B V_B + K_A^C V_C = V_N (1 + K_A^B + K_A^C + K_A^N)
\]  
(4.35)

a more organized presentation of the later equation is

\[
V_N (1 + K_N^A) - V_A = K_B^A (V_B - V_N) + K_C^A (V_C - V_N)
\]  
(4.36)

As can be seen, the number of k-factors is three but only two equations, i.e. real and imaginary segments of (4.36), exist for deriving them (all of the k-factors are real numbers representing reactance ratios). Accordingly, since the grounding capacitive reactance is smaller than phase equivalent capacitive reactance, the \( K_{pN}^p \) would be much larger than the phase k-factors, which are normally about unity. Based on the neutral capacitor and the phase capacitor values [3], a typical phase to neutral k-factor would be around 10. As a result, even with element failures development in any of the three phases the change in the third k-factor from its pre-set value would be trivial, and thus it is assumed that this k-factor is constant for the fault location purpose, i.e. there is no need to update this quantity once it is set based on rated capacitor values. It should be noted that according to IEEE Std C37.99 [2], the ratio of phase reactance to grounding reactance (the third k-factor) does also appear as a ratio compensation property in the operating voltage for neutral voltage unbalance protection of this configuration and it is set constant using the capacitor rated values.

### 4.3.2 Estimating the number of failed elements

To determine the number of failed elements and also to trigger the phase angle comparison logic, a reference value can be set for superimposed reactance magnitude using (4.33). It is an advantage of this proposed principle that there is no need for derivative calculation in quantifying element failures with a reference index. The defined superimposed reactance as per (4.33) can be set as a base for this purpose using the SCB nameplate values assuming the minimum failure of one element. See Section 4.8.2 for more detailed equations.
4.4 Adapted SR for Single Wye SCB Grounded through a CT

4.4.1 Determining the involved phase

We will investigate application of superimposed reactance for fault location of this configuration. Figure 4.4 illustrates the corresponding SCB unbalance protection scheme. Faults will cause residual current to flow through the low ratio grounding CT and the resistive burden will develop an associated voltage, \( V_R \). For the sake of simplicity, a CT ratio (CTR) equal to the aforementioned resistance is assumed. This way, \( V_R \) and the primary ground current (\( I_G \)) values can be equivalently expressed in the equations. Same assumption has been applied in the technical data provided in [2].

\[
I_G = \frac{V_R}{R} \quad \text{CTR} = V_R \tag{4.37}
\]

Same assumption has been applied in the technical data provided in [2], CTR of 50/5 and R of 10 Ω.

Applying KCL at the neutral point gives the following equation:

\[
\left( \frac{V_A}{-jX_A} + \frac{V_B}{-jX_B} + \frac{V_C}{-jX_C} \right) = I_G \tag{4.38}
\]

Considering an internal failure in phase A that changes the phase A reactance to \( X_{A_f} \), plus adding/subtracting the specified terms will simplify the previous equation

\[
\frac{V_A}{X_{A_f}} - \frac{V_A}{X_A} + \frac{V_A}{X_A} + \frac{V_B}{X_A} + \frac{V_C}{X_A} - \frac{V_B}{X_A} - \frac{V_B}{X_A} + \frac{V_C}{X_A} = -jV_R \tag{4.39}
\]
With the same definition for superimposed reactance as per (4.18), and the k-factors as per (4.4), the rearranged balance equation would be

\[ V_A(X_A^{spu}) + 3V_0 + V_B(K_B^A - 1) + V_C(K_C^A - 1) = -jX_AV_R \] (4.40)

In (4.40), the before failure phase reactance, \( X_A \), can be approximated with its rated value, denoted by \( X \). In terms of algorithm reliability, the applicability of this assumption for consecutive failures will be investigated in Chapter 5. Nevertheless, this assumption is considered to be acceptable as the rated reactance is similarly applied in the operating voltage of the corresponding protection method defined in IEEE Std C37.99 [2]. To give an example, for a 230 kV, 84.37 Mvar SCB with a value of 627 \( \Omega \) for \( X \), a change of less than 0.1% after an element failure and less than 1.8% upon a unit failure was observed in the phase reactance. Therefore, even for detecting consecutive failures the assumption should still hold true.

The general equation for the SR, developed from (4.40) and considering phase sequence as: \( p, p', \) and \( p'' \), would become

\[ X_p^{spu} = \frac{V_p + V_{p'}K_{p'}^p + V_{p''}K_{p''}^p + jXV_R}{-V_p} \] (4.41)

For self-setting the k-factors, we have to evaluate the former equation prior to an internal failure, e.g. when \( X_A^f = X \). This results in nulling out the superimposed reactance. Therefore, the real and imaginary parts of the following identity can be solved for finding the two k-factors.

\[ K_B^AV_B + K_C^AV_C = -jXV_R - V_A \] (4.42)

The equation sets for phase B and C are analogous to (4.42). The final fault location logic would be the same as the one explained for ungrounded wye SCBs. Also, it is worth noting that like the ungrounded wye case, the principle should be multiplied by a sign factor as per (4.23). This makes the angle boundary become unique for both fused and fuseless banks.

### 4.4.2 Estimating the number of failed elements

For detection of the number of failed elements and also activation of the phase angle comparison logic, a reference value can be defined to be compared with the superimposed reactance magnitude using (4.41). Accordingly, unit and phase construction (number of series and parallel connections, ratings of elements and the bank) are the required information for estimating pre-fault and post-fault phase reactances. It is worthy to note that as the proposed SR is a per unit quantity, the thresholds are not susceptible to aging of the capacitors.
4.5 Enhanced Compensated Neutral Current for Ungrounded Y-Y SCB

Double wye connection is a prevalent connection in HV-SCBs which helps to keep the total stored energy in a parallel connected group of capacitors within the limits, while maintaining the sensitivity of unbalance protection. Neutral current unbalance protection (ANSI 60N) is selected for development of the proposed fault location method since this is the most common unbalance protection used for double wye banks. Also, this unbalance protection does not benefit from per phase unbalance quantity measurement which makes it challenging in terms of fault location.

4.5.1 Determining the involved phase and section

Figure 4.5: Ungrounded double wye shunt capacitor bank

Figure 4.5 illustrates the circuit diagram and available measurements for an ungrounded double wye SCB with neutral current unbalance protection. Using the left section currents, denoted by superscript $l$, the measured neutral current is identical to

$$ I_N = I_A^l + I_B^l + I_C^l $$

(4.43)

Performing current division helps to relate the left section currents to measured phase currents

$$ I_N = K_A I_A + K_B I_B + K_C I_C $$

(4.44)

where the phase coordinate $k$-factors are defined as

$$ K_p = \frac{X^r_p}{X^l_p + X^r_p} \quad p: A, B \text{ or } C $$

(4.45)
4.5. Enhanced Compensated Neutral Current for Ungrounded Y-Y SCB

in which the superscripts \( r \) and \( l \) denote the corresponding right section and left section reactances.

Assuming an element failure in the left section of phase A, that changes the left section reactance of this phase to \( X'^l_A \), and thus yielding to a new k-factor for phase A signified by \( K_{Af} \)

\[
K_{Af} = \frac{X'^r_A}{X'^l_A + X'^r_A}
\]  

(4.46)

the neutral current would change to:

\[
I_N = K_{Af}I_A + K_BI_B + K_CI_C
\]  

(4.47)

Subtracting (4.47) from (4.44) nulls out any pre-existing unbalance and helps the neutral current change caused by the internal failure to stand out. The result is noted by compensated neutral current, \( I^\text{Comp}_N \):

\[
I^\text{Comp}_N = (K_{Af}I_A + K_BI_B + K_CI_C) - (K_AI_A + K_BI_B + K_CI_C) = (K_{Af} - K_A)I_A
\]  

(4.48)

which evolves to

\[
I^\text{Comp}_N = I_A \frac{X'^r_A - X'^l_A}{(X'^l_A + X'^r_A)(X'^l_A + X'^r_A)}
\]  

(4.49)

Equation (4.49) clarifies that for the phase in which the element has failed, the \( I^\text{Comp}_N \) would be either in phase or out of phase with the corresponding phase current, depending on direction of change in the affected reactance, see (4.50).

\[
\angle I^\text{Comp}_N = \angle I_A + \angle (X'^r_A - X'^l_A)
\]  

(4.50)

However, \( I^\text{Comp}_N \) should be expressed in terms of the measured current and adjustable setting. In this regard, the neutral current of (4.44) is re-written in terms of symmetrical components. Note that as there is no path to ground, \( I_0 \) is zero for this configuration, thus we have:

\[
I_N = K_1I_1 + K_2I_2
\]  

(4.51)

Interestingly, the k-factors are found to be complex conjugates of each other, which can be proved as follows:

Rewriting the KCL equation of (4.44) in terms of symmetrical components gives

\[
I_N = K_A(I_1 + I_2) + K_B(a^2I_1 + aI_2) + K_C(aI_1 + a^2I_2) = I_1(K_A + a^2K_B + aK_C) + I_2(K_A + aK_B + a^2K_C)
\]  

(4.52)

where \( a = e^{j\frac{2\pi}{3}} \). Since \( K_{A,B,C} \) are real values and \( a^2 = a^* \), the two k-factors are proved to be complex conjugates of each other. In order to solve for \( K_1 \), the following approach has been applied:
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First equation (4.51) is multiplied by $I_1^*$ and then the conjugate of equation (4.51) is multiplied by $I_2$:

$$I_1^* N = I_1^* (K_1 I_1 + K_1^* I_2) \quad (4.53)$$

$$I_2^* N = I_2^* (K_1^* I_1^* + K_1 I_2^*) \quad (4.54)$$

subtracting the results gives:

$$I_1^* N - I_2^* N = K_1 |I_1|^2 - K_1 |I_2|^2 \quad (4.55)$$

dependently, we have:

$$K_1 = \frac{I_1^* N - I_2^* N}{|I_1|^2 - |I_2|^2} \quad (4.56)$$

Equation (4.56) uses the current measurements to auto-set the k-factors. To ensure dependability of the unbalance k-factors, the auto-set can be done using the average of several successive measurements of phase and neutral currents.

By replacing the derived k-factors in the compensating term of $K_1 I_1 + K_2 I_2$, and subtracting it from the neutral current, one can use the phase angle difference between the calculated quantity and the phase currents to determine the faulted phase and section. To make the phase comparison, demonstrated in (4.49), adjustable for internally fused and fuseless banks, a sign factor, $K_{sg}$, is defined that makes the final fault location principle to be expressed as

$$I_{N}^{Comp} = K_{sg} (N - (K_1 I_1 + K_2 I_2)) \quad (4.57)$$

Moreover, depending on whether the element has failed in the left section or right section of the SCB, (4.49) will get an additional negative sign. As a result, to make the decision boundary uniquely around $0^\circ$ phase angle difference between $I_{N}^{Comp}$ and the faulted phase current, $K_{sg}$ is defined as follows.

For fuseless SCBs:

$$K_{sg} = \begin{cases} +1 & \text{Left Section Evaluation} \\ -1 & \text{Right Section Evaluation} \end{cases} \quad (4.58)$$

For internally fused SCBs:

$$K_{sg} = \begin{cases} -1 & \text{Left Section Evaluation} \\ +1 & \text{Right Section Evaluation} \end{cases} \quad (4.59)$$

4.5.2 Estimating the number of failed elements

The consequence of an element failure in one of the sections is the change in the reactance value. The effect on the neutral current magnitude should therefore be evaluated to set a reference for fault location application. With reference to (4.44) and (4.45), the derivative of the neutral current can be used to derive the required setting. The procedure would be similar to neutral current unbalance pickup setting calculations [3]. It is worthy to note that as in the common design for double wye ungrounded SCBs, the left and right section of the bank may not have the same reactance, so the reference value for detection
of number of failed elements should be set separately for each section. To find the change in the neutral current with development of a single element failure in the left section, a failure is assumed in one of the phases, say phase A:

\[
\frac{dI_N}{dX_A} = \frac{d(K_AI_A + K_BI_B + K_CI_C)}{dX_A} = \frac{dK_A}{dX_A} I_A
\]

(4.60)

which gives the following identity

\[
\frac{dI_N}{dX_A} = \frac{-X'_A}{(X'_A + X^r_A)^2} I_A
\]

(4.61)

Similarly for a failure in the right section of phase A, one can derive:

\[
\frac{dI_N}{dX^r_A} = \frac{X'_A}{(X'_A + X^r_A)^2} I_A
\]

(4.62)

Same equations hold true for phase B and C. To form the derived equations as a setting, the phase current is replaced by rated current, \(I_r\), and the absolute value of the derivative is re-written in terms of limits. Both the change in reactance and the change in neutral current are expressed in perunit values. Left section reactance is selected as the base for reactance change and the rated phase current as a base for the neutral current change.

\[
\Delta I_N(\text{pu}) = \begin{cases} 
\Delta X'_A(\text{pu}) \times \frac{K_x}{(K_x+1)^2} & \text{Left section setting} \\
\Delta X^r_A(\text{pu}) \times \frac{1}{(K_x+1)^2} & \text{Right section setting} 
\end{cases}
\]

(4.63)

where the following relationship exists between left section reactance and right section perphase reactance:

\[
X^r = K_x X^l
\]

(4.64)

When \(\Delta X(\text{pu})\) is calculated for a single element failure, the \(\Delta I_N(\text{pu})\) will form a base for detection of number of failed elements that is also used to set a magnitude threshold for triggering the phase comparison. Details on application settings and how the setting quantities are calculated for a given SCB are provided in Section 4.8.2.

### 4.6 Enhanced Compensated Neutral Current for Grounded Y-Y SCB

#### 4.6.1 Determining the involved phase and section

Developing a fault location method for grounded double wye banks with neutral unbalance protection would be almost similar to ungrounded ones. As there is a pass to ground in this configuration, the zero sequence current exists in the neutral current. However, even sensitive unbalance protection methods [38] have had to ignore the effect of zero
sequence current. This is because compensating the pre-existing unbalance caused by all three sequences of current, i.e. setting the three k-factors, requires a set of three equations while we always have just a set of two (real and imaginary parts of the neutral current). As a result, the zero sequence current is left uncompensated [2]. Such an assumption does not render loss of reliability for the protection and fault location. The reason is, first, the two sections of these grounded banks are manufactured to be identical in impedance (factory matched). Second, a window CT measuring the vectorial difference between the neutral currents is applied. Furthermore, as it will be seen in this section, manufacturing tolerance in the parallel banks impedance (mismatch) will cause a small aggregated k-factor multiplied by the zero sequence current in the expected neutral current calculation, which makes the effect of zero sequence to be negligible [3]. Figure 4.6 illustrates this configuration with its corresponding measurements for neutral unbalance protection.

\[ I_N = I'_N - I''_N = (K'_A - K''_A)I_A + (K'_B - K''_B)I_B + (K'_C - K''_C)I_C \\
= K_A I_A + K_B I_B + K_C I_C \]  

(4.65)

where the k-factors are

\[ K_p = \frac{X'_p - X''_p}{X'_p + X''_p} \]  \hspace{1cm} p : A, B or C

(4.66)
If we transform (4.65) from phase coordinates into sequence components [3], it becomes

\[
I_N = K_A(I_1 + I_2 + I_0) + K_B(a^2I_1 + aI_2 + I_0) + K_C(aI_1 + a^2I_2 + I_0)
\]
\[
= I_1(K_A + a^2K_B + aK_C) + I_2(K_A + aK_B + a^2K_C) + I_0(K_A + K_B + K_C)
\]
\[
\simeq I_1(K_A + a^2K_B + aK_C) + I_2(K_A + aK_B + a^2K_C)
\]
\[
= K_1I_1 + K_1^*I_2 \tag{4.67}
\]

As stated before, the term corresponding to zero sequence current is neglected to enable auto-set of unbalance k-factors. The coefficient of \( I_0 \) itself is likely to get a very small value as the k-factors of different phases defined by (4.66) might be of varying signs. Furthermore, the resultant k-factors will be complex conjugate of each other since \( K_A \) is a real value and \( a^2 = a^* \).

Since for severe system voltage unbalance the quality of compensation factor would be lower than its actual required value, reference [3] suggests a percent restraint, see Figure 4.7, for a commercial protection operating signal. In the evaluation section it will be shown that restraint supervision is not necessary for supervised monitoring applications such as fault location.

![Figure 4.7: Grounded double wye neutral current unbalance protection, restraint supervision [3].](image)

The compensated neutral current for fault location would be the vectorial difference of actual measured neutral current with the expected value of it derived as per (4.67). Therefore, same equations as ungrounded SCBs will be used for fault location and k-factor calculation, see equations (4.57), (4.58), and (4.59).

### 4.6.2 Estimating the number of failed elements

Similar to ungrounded double wye SCBs, we need to first find out the neutral current derivative with respect to one of the sections of a selected phase (reactance). Then the absolute value of the derivative should be related to a minimum expected change in the reactance, i.e. one element failure. The difference from the ungrounded configuration is the identity which relates the value of the phase coordinate k-factors to the phase reactances as per (4.66). For grounded SCBs the two sections (the two parallel banks)
are factory matched which means the base for number of failed elements would be the same for them. The mentioned derivation could be expressed as

$$\frac{dI_N}{dX_A} = \frac{d(K_AI_A + K_BI_B + K_CI_C)}{dX_A}$$

$$= \frac{dK_A}{dX_A} I_A$$

$$= \frac{d\left(\frac{X_A - X_A^r}{X_A + X_A^r}\right)}{dX_A} I_A$$

$$= \frac{-2X_A^r}{(X_A^l + X_A^r)^2} I_A$$

(4.68)

By taking the same procedure for a failure in the right section we will get similar results, though with opposite effect on the magnitude of the neutral current, see (4.69). This was expected due to the differential property of the measured current through the neutral window CT.

$$\frac{dI_N}{dX_A} = \frac{2X_A^l}{(X_A^l + X_A^r)^2} I_A$$

(4.69)

Again note that the expected value for $X_A^r$ and $X_A^l$ are the same for this configuration, and in the next equation we will denote both as $X$. Also to set the function for a particular SCB, the phase current in (4.68) may be taken as its magnitude which will be denoted as the SCBs primary perphase current, $I_r$. Thus, the final base for detection of number of failed elements would be

$$\frac{\Delta I_N}{I_r} = \frac{\Delta X}{2X}$$

(4.70)

in which $\Delta X$ denotes the absolute value of the change in one of the locations’ reactance, such as phase A left section, as a result of an element failure in that location. $X$ denotes the reactance of that location. The last equation can be interpreted in per unit form as well:

$$\Delta I_N(\text{pu}) = \frac{\Delta X}{2}(\text{pu})$$

(4.71)

### 4.7 Envision of Additional Unbalance Protection Elements

The suitability of a fault location method depends on capacitor bank’s configuration and the available monitoring points. Locating internal failures could be an additional relaying element to be added to a capacitor bank protection and control relay. Thus, it is seldom economic to add voltage or current transducers whose application could be for solely fault location. As a result, this chapter, by discussing two actual SCB configurations, will consider examining utility perspectives that already deploy additional unbalance protection elements.
4.7.1 Additional Voltage Differential Element

Figure 4.8 depicts the provided configuration.

\[ V_{op} = V_{BUS} - k_{set}V_{TAP} \]  

(4.72)
The fault location philosophy is as explained in Section 2.2. As can be seen in Figure 4.8, an additional differential function is included in the protection IED of this SCB, namely 87-3, with the following definition:

\[ V_{op} = V_{TAP}^L - k_{set} V_{TAP}^R \]  

(4.73)

Note that the \( k_{set} \) values will take different values for the three differential functions.

**Estimating the number of failed elements**

Sensitivity analysis of the differential protection function can be used to define a base for the number of failed elements determination. The incremental change in the voltage differential operating quantity can be found by taking the operating signal derivative with respect to the reactance considering a change of reactance in the corresponding part. For the provided fuseless bank design, the top section failures are of concern, thus we assume a failure in one of the sections, suppose left and top, i.e. \( X_1^L \), see Figure 4.9. The lower part of the section is assumed to have constant reactance for this purpose, \( X_2^L \). Bus voltage is also noted as \( V_p \).

![Figure 4.9: A phase of a double wye SCB with voltage differential protection.](image)

\[ \frac{dV_{op}}{dX^L} = V_p \frac{dX}{dX} (1 - k_{set} \frac{X_2^L}{X_L^L}) = V_p k_{set} X_2^L \left( \frac{1}{X_L^L} \right)^2 \]  

(4.74)

Replacing the \( k_{set} \) with its value as \( \frac{X_1^L}{X_2^L} \) gives

\[ dV_{op} = dX^L \times \frac{V_p}{X_L^L} \]  

(4.75)

In per-unit form and assuming that the bus voltage is equal to 1 per-unit, we can re-write the last equation in general as

\[ \Delta V_{op}(pu) = \Delta X(pu) \]  

(4.76)

in which the base for per-unitizing the reactance is the corresponding section total reactance. We will show in the evaluation results that the third differential function, 87-3,
gives a reliable auxiliary alarm which is helpful in case of bus VT failures. A difference to notice is that the voltages and the k-factor that comprise the operating function of 87-3 have much less magnitude/value than the corresponding ones in 87-1 and 87-2. Moreover, simultaneous failures could be detected successfully, this is due to independence of equations for each phase and section k-factors (87-1 and 87-2 functions), which allows to reset each function without disturbing the detection of failed elements in the rest of the phase and sections.

The 87-3 function is not capable of detecting simultaneous left and right section failures. In this regard, sensitivity analysis can show the effect of the corresponding simultaneous failures for 87-3 operating function.

With reference to Fig. 4.9, the derivative of 87-3 function in Fig. 4.8 can be expressed as follows: First with respect to left section, top of the tap failures

\[
\frac{dV_{op}}{dX^L_1} = \frac{d(V_p \frac{X^L_2}{X^L_1 + X^L_2})}{dX^L_1} = V_p \frac{-X^L_2}{(X^L)^2}
\]

in per unit and assuming that the bus voltage is equal to 1 per unit, we can re-write the last equation in a general form as

\[
\Delta V_{op}(pu) = \frac{-X^L_2}{X^L} \Delta X^L_1(pu)
\]

in which the base for per-unitizing the reactance is the corresponding section total reactance.

Same procedure with respect to the right section, top of the tap failures gives

\[
\frac{dV_{op}}{dX^R_1} = \frac{d(-k_{set} V_p \frac{X^R_2}{X^R_1 + X^R_2})}{dX^R_1} = -k_{set} V_p \frac{-X^R_2}{(X^R)^2}
\]

again in per-unit and assuming that the bus voltage is equal to 1 pu, we can re-write the last equation in a general form as

\[
\Delta V_{op}(pu) = \frac{X^L_2}{X^L} \Delta X^R_1(pu)
\]

From (4.78) and (4.80), plus the fact that the right and left sections of the SCB of Fig. 4.8 have different reactances, we conclude that upon simultaneous failures in left and right sections, the magnitude of the operating function of 87-3 will get changed less than the expected jump for a single left section element failure. An illustrative scenario will be provided in Section 5.

### 4.7.2 Additional Neutral Unbalance Element

Based on IEEE Std C37.99 [2], for large and HV capacitor banks, failure of a single element results in a very small operating signal. This implies the need for ultra sensitive unbalance protection. A backup (redundant) neutral voltage unbalance protection is generally provided, this will also help to reduce the chance of missing canceling failures.
Neutral voltage is sensitive enough for protection purposes in case of mirrored failures in both sections (simultaneous masking) while neutral current is not. Similarly, provisions might be made to back up voltage transformer based protections with current based ones or with back up VTs. Figure 4.10 depicts a configuration in which both neutral current and neutral voltage are measured.

A single string on the left side of the illustration represents one wye section which is in parallel with a group of units forming the right wye section. Thus, the configuration is generally the same as what we discussed for double wye ungrounded banks. As it was mentioned, the additional neutral PT could be an asset for protection, however in terms of fault location the answer is different. Since with neutral unbalance protection
a complete and successful fault location was demonstrated, the only point that might be of concern is for simultaneous failures. Which again for both neutral voltage unbalance and neutral current unbalance it was shown that fault location is not applicable. Since the added neutral measurement does not bring any per-phase measured quantity even applying both of the neutral current based and neutral voltage based fault locations in parallel will not introduce any benefit.

In the next subsection we will discuss “estimation” of the neutral voltage without using the actual measurement to envisage any prospective application for fault location.

**Estimation of the Neutral Voltage**

IEEE C37.99 [2] introduces formulas for deriving the perunit magnitude of unbalance quantities for protection purposes. A voltage based perunit value can be converted to the primary quantity using system line to neutral voltage as a base and as reported by [26] the formulas give an error of less than 1% when compared to simulations.

A detailed explanation and a perceived new application of the formula presented in [2] for the neutral voltage calculation is discussed here. By assuming a failure in each section of a Y-Y SCB, the perunit capacitance of the phase can be calculated either using the formulas of [2] or by taking the perunit value of the alternative one presented in Section 4.8.2. Suppose the perunit capacitance is $C_p$ for the affected phase, then using the suggested instant of time analysis in IEEE Std C37.99, the neutral voltage can be derived as follows: For the instant of time that the affected phase bus voltage is at its positive peak and considering $120^\circ$ phase angle shift between the bus voltages, the two other phases are at their half of negative peak value. Therefore, we can make them parallel with a resultant phase capacitance of 2 pu. Fig. 4.11 presents the equivalent circuit for that instant of time.

\[
\begin{align*}
V_{p1} & \quad V_{p2} \parallel V_{p3} \\
C_p & \quad 2 \text{ p.u.} \\
V_N & \quad \uparrow \\
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 4.11: Derivation of neutral voltage based on perunit phase capacitance after failure.

where $V_{p1}$ is the phase with the failed element(s) and the two other phases are signified with $V_{p2}$ and $V_{p3}$. A voltage division helps to express the neutral voltage in perunit.

\[
(1 - V_N)C_p = (V_N + 0.5) \times 2 \quad (4.81)
\]
or:

\[ V_N = \frac{C_P - 1}{C_P + 2} = 1 - \frac{3}{2 + C_P} \text{ pu} \]  

(4.82)

The last equation is the suggested formula in IEEE C37.99.

**Discussion on Neutral Voltage Estimation for Y-Y Banks**

Although at first an estimation for the neutral voltage seems to be a useful quantity; however, as it will be discussed, it cannot be relied on for faulted section identification in double wye banks [39].

Fig. 4.12 shows the circuit diagram for cut-set analysis of two single element failure scenarios in the left and the right section of an asymmetrical Y-Y SCB, respectively. Suppose the reactance of the involved phase, say phase A, changes (noted by prime symbol in Fig. 4.12). Then for the described two scenarios, the following equation set holds true.

\[
\begin{cases}
V_A - V_{N_1} + \frac{V_B - V_N}{X_l} + \frac{V_C - V_N}{X_l} + \frac{V_A - V_{N_1}}{X_r} + \frac{V_B - V_{N_1}}{X_r} + \frac{V_C - V_{N_1}}{X_r} = 0 \\
V_A - V_{N_2} + \frac{V_B - V_N}{X_l} + \frac{V_C - V_N}{X_l} + \frac{V_A - V_{N_2}}{X_r} + \frac{V_B - V_{N_2}}{X_r} + \frac{V_C - V_{N_2}}{X_r} = 0 
\end{cases}
\]  

(4.83)

Adding and subtracting the underlined terms to the corresponding equation gives

\[
\begin{cases}
\frac{V_A - V_{N_1}}{X_l} - \frac{V_A - V_{N_1}}{X_l} + \frac{V_B - V_N}{X_l} + \frac{V_C - V_N}{X_l} + \frac{V_A - V_{N_1}}{X_r} + \frac{V_B - V_{N_1}}{X_r} + \frac{V_C - V_{N_1}}{X_r} = 0 \\
\frac{V_A - V_{N_2}}{X_l} + \frac{V_B - V_N}{X_l} + \frac{V_C - V_N}{X_l} - \frac{V_A - V_{N_2}}{X_r} + \frac{V_B - V_{N_2}}{X_r} + \frac{V_C - V_{N_2}}{X_r} = 0 
\end{cases}
\]  

(4.84)

Naming the neutral voltage of the first scenario \(V_{N_1}\), and second scenario as \(V_{N_2}\) helps to
re-write the equation set as

\[
\begin{align*}
3V_{N_1}\left(\frac{1}{X_l} + \frac{1}{X_r}\right) &= (V_A - V_{N_1})\left(\frac{1}{X'_l} - \frac{1}{X_l}\right) \\
3V_{N_2}\left(\frac{1}{X_l} + \frac{1}{X_r}\right) &= (V_A - V_{N_2})\left(\frac{1}{X'_r} - \frac{1}{X_r}\right)
\end{align*}
\] (4.85)

This implies that the resultant neutral voltage from same level of failures in the left and the right sections are the same if and only if the change in the two sections capacitance (reciprocal of reactances) are equal, or equivalently:

\[ V_{N_1} = V_{N_2} \iff C'_l - C_l = C'_r - C_r \] (4.86)

Referring to the configurations in Fig. B.4 and Fig. 4.10, it is recognized that the common design for the asymmetrical SCB configurations implies slight differences in the two sections design, such as difference in the per phase parallel strings number for a fuseless bank. Therefore, the change in the phase capacitance after a failure would be the same for the two sections, and that gives equal neutral voltage magnitude, which can not help in determining the faulted section.

### 4.7.3 Conclusion for applicability of additional protection elements to fault location

The successful determination of simultaneous failures was verified for the additional tapped voltage differential element. This has been due to fault location indicating quantities independence for each phase and section. This allows to reset each function without disturbing the detection of failed elements in the rest of the phase and sections. It was also concluded that the auxiliary alarms of the tap to tap differential element will be useful in case of loss of bus VTs. Sensitivity analysis proved the possible malfunction of this auxiliary alarm for simultaneous left and right section failures.

Neutral voltage estimation applicability to involved section identification in capacitor element failures was discussed and mathematical reason behind the unhelpfulness of this quantity was also provided.

### 4.8 Provisions for Algorithms Security and Applications

In this section the provisions made to increase the proposed algorithms security and also considerations for deploying the methods in actual relays are presented. These include immunity to gradual reactance changes, applying security counting scheme, and information on the required data for relay settings, plus displaying the fault location results for the bank repair crew and operators. Flowcharts of the proposed methods are also shown, which include these provisions.
4.8.1 Compensation for Gradual Changes in the Reactance

Similar to the difference in the perceived temperature in the sun and the shade for humans, there could be a considerable temperature variance for substation equipments to be in the shade or under direct sunlight. Solar radiation can greatly change the temperature of an equipment, heating it above the air temperature. Although temperature difference of around 10°C is the usual expected value, but extreme examples of possible 30°C difference have also been reported [40]. In power capacitors, solar heating can change the capacitance for three different reasons [19]:

- Changing the dielectric film, usually polypropylene
- Changing the dielectric fluid, mineral oil or other fluid
- Heating of the dielectric fluid causes expansion, better permeating the film

Some of the unbalance protection methods like voltage/current differential can reduce unequal solar heating effect [2] as the affected part of the quantities cancel out each other. This is of higher importance for fuseless banks with lots of series elements. By considering a regular updating for the k-factors and hence making the algorithm immune to gradual changes in the capacitance, actual failures within the SCB can be distinguished reliably.

In order to detect sudden changes due to capacitor failures, the k-factor updating is blocked with the very first considerable increase in the magnitude of the fault location principle. Upon detection of the failure the regular update process will be triggered again to ensure detection of subsequent failures. The regular updating of k-factors is also called "self-tuning", and the initial setting of them which is also applied upon failure detection in our proposed methods is referred to as "auto-setting" [38].

In order to find out the rate of this update so that the element failures do not get missed or "learned" by the algorithm, we evaluate a worst case scenario for a partial shading. We refer to IEEE standard for shunt power capacitors [41], the maximum ambient temperature defined in this standard for operation of SCBs is 55°C. Considering the aforementioned 30°C difference between one phase under direct sunlight and the other resting in the shade, and using Figure 4.13, a gradually reached superimposed reactance, defined by equation (4.18), of 1.5% can be anticipated for the worst case scenario. Considering the fact that it takes hours for the 30°C temperature difference to be reached, this anticipated amount is not comparable with even one single element failure effect. References [38] and [42] have reported the fact that capacitor failures can be distinguished from changes due to ambient temperature because of thermal inertia of capacitor cans. For example, for single element failures in single wye SCBs, the magnitude of the superimposed reactance will change 0.3%, or even less, in around 10 ms. On the other hand, it will take thousands of seconds for the worst case scenario of a shading effect to be able to mimic such a change. Simulation results in the next chapters confirm these calculated values. See Table 5.1 and Figure 5.23 in Section 5.

As a conclusion, to enhance the dependability of the proposed methods, the k-factors must be updated after detection of each failure or after repair of the SCBs, and to enhance the security of the proposed methods, k-factors have to be updated at regular intervals of say, once or twice an hour. To avoid interference with the fault location, this
regular updating should be blocked for a short while, once an internal failure is suspected, i.e. when the phase angle comparison is triggered.

Figure 4.13: Per unit capacitance of the 25°C rating vs. temperature for capacitors impregnated with Faradol 810 insulating fluid [4].

### 4.8.2 Required Data for the Application Setting

The required data to set up the proposed fault location methods [43, 44] is summarized in this section. We will also present that how the bank and capacitor unit construction information could be used for setting calculations. The following nomenclature shows the required information from a user/customer to set the application:

- **Su** Series groups in the unit
- **N** Parallel elements in a group
- **P** Parallel units in a group
- **Pst** Parallel strings per phase
- **S** Series groups, line to neutral (or to neutral capacitor)
- **Qu** Rated kVAR of each unit
- **Vu** Rated voltage (kV) of each unit
- **Q** Rated MVAR of the SCB (three phase)
- **V** Rated line to line voltage of the SCB (kV)
- **f** Rated operating frequency
Where the element capacitance is not provided directly, capacitance of each element can be calculated using the ratings and construction information of each capacitor unit, see (4.87).

\[ C_e = Cu \times \frac{Su}{N} = \frac{Su \times Qu}{N \times V_u^2 \times \omega} \times 10^3 \] (4.87)

where \( \omega \) denotes the angular frequency in rad/s and \( Ce \), and \( Cu \) denote element capacitance and unit capacitance in \( \mu F \), respectively. Based on the provided construction information for both the bank and its units, the after failure and before failure capacitance are calculated by the fault location algorithm considering a single element failure. For double wye banks the ratio of the nominal section reactances, and the rated primary per phase current of the SCB are also calculated as follows:

\[ K_x = \frac{X_r}{X_l} \] (4.88)

\[ I_{rated} = \frac{Q}{\sqrt{3}V} \times 10^{-3} \quad (A) \] (4.89)

The before failure per phase capacitance is

\[ C = Cu \times \frac{P \times P_{st}}{S} \] (4.90)

For fuseless banks, according to definition [3], \( P \) equals unity. The after failure per phase capacitance for each section would be

\[ \frac{Cu \times P}{S} (P_{st} - 1) + \frac{Cu \times P}{S - 1} \parallel (Cu_f + (P - 1) \times Cu) \] (4.91)

where \( Cu_f \) denotes the after single element failure unit capacitance. Depending on the fusing method, this capacitance will get one of the following values:

\[ Cu_f = \frac{Ce \times N}{Su - 1} \quad \text{Fuseless Bank} \] (4.92)

\[ Cu_f = \left( \frac{Ce \times N}{Su - 1} \right) \parallel (Ce \times (N - 1)) \quad \text{Fused Bank} \] (4.93)

Note that, the operator \( \parallel \), implies the following identity:

\[ C_1 \parallel C_2 = \left( \frac{1}{C_1} + \frac{1}{C_2} \right)^{-1} \] (4.94)

Same equations apply for each section of the double wye bank. The corresponding capacitive reactances are also calculated where needed as \( X = \frac{1}{\omega C} \). To ensure method reliability and for the purpose of threshold setting, a safety factor of 0.9 is applied to the calculated change in the fault location principle magnitude for single element failures. The resultant threshold would be the measure for phase comparison activation in the proposed fault location methods and also a base for the number of failed elements determination.
4.8.3 The Proposed Algorithms Flowchart

A characteristic plane relative to the proposed fault location methods is presented in Figure 4.14. For voltage based fault locations the magnitude threshold is set for the percent superimposed reactance. For current based fault locations the magnitude threshold is set for the compensated neutral current in percent of the rated current. If the magnitude goes beyond a specified minimum value then the angle comparison will be activated. It should be noted that for double wye SCBs the angles evaluated by this characteristic are compensated neutral current angle referenced to each phase current angle. As a result, the angle boundaries are set around zero phase angle. Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show more detailed algorithm steps by flowchart for the proposed SR based methods and the enhanced current based methods, respectively.

![Figure 4.14: General characteristic plane of the proposed fault location methods.](image)

4.8.4 Blinder, Counting Schemes, and Blocking the Algorithm

Depending on how close the decision principle is to the security margins, the blinders can be defined. Blinders are the tolerance from the zero degree angle zone proposed for angle comparison for fault location purpose. With 15 degrees safety margin for the proposed methods, an acceptable and reliable operation has been observed for the simulated scenarios.

With regard to the deployed counting scheme, dependent on the counter limit that changes the status of the fault location (a.k.a. pick-up delay), the minimum required time between detectable consecutive faults can be investigated. The counter is set on 30, which requires about 2 cycles of the fundamental frequency in order to change the status of
Figure 4.15: Flowchart of the proposed SR based fault location methods.

Figure 4.16: Flowchart of the proposed enhanced current based fault location methods.
the fault location report. This setting is also intentional to make the principle variations and the k-factor reset action visible in the evaluation figures. Using this presumed secure setting we performed our investigation on minimum required time between two detectable failures. Simulations show that for a detection time of 30 ms, the proposed methods would be able to determine fault location of a semi-simultaneous consecutive failure as close as 40 ms to the previous failure. However, in practice, low pick up delays are not preferred. Because the role of magnitude criteria becomes very decisive and thus during transients it may result in loss of the algorithm security. For this compromise, reducing the counter setting is not suggested as fault location determination is not time critical, it is for postmortem actions (repair time reduction), and also it is unlikely for two failures to happen exactly at the same time in different locations. In practice, the counting threshold, pick up delay, can be set to say 100 ms and would able to detect consecutive failures that are as close as say 200 ms to each other. Nevertheless, the proposed methods are superior in terms of detection time, as we also note that the more the number of the failures, the more the chances for cascading failures and thus the less time between them. Consequently, the detection time in locating the failures before tripping the SCB could improve the repair time for the capacitor bank and more availability of it in service.

Fig. 4.17 demonstrates the pickup and operation of the fault location based on the counting scheme. Because the voltage stress on the healthy elements in the SCB depends

![Figure 4.17: Pickup and counting scheme.](image-url)

on the previous failed elements, an adaptive pick up and pick up delay can be selected. This way tripping the bank can also be initiated from the fault location when the number of failed elements reaches a predefined limit for each phase.
As it will be shown in the next chapter, there are cases for some configurations where it is suggested for security reason to block the fault location function in a protective relay. In case during this short time that the fault location is blocked, failures occur in other locations, the algorithm will not be able to detect any subsequent failure unless it gets reset upon unblocking. This is because without resetting the principle it will retain variations due to a missed failure. Thus the trade off would be between missing failures in the same location during the blocking time, due to resetting the k-factors upon unblocking, and not resetting the k-factors by relying on the fact that such a failure scenario is pretty unlikely [21]. Therefore, we have not suggested resetting the k-factors after the blocking interval. A safer approach could be resetting them once no failure is detected for a while after the unblocking moment.

4.8.5 Usage and Information Display for Bank Operators/Service Crews

The fault location algorithm is intended to be integrated into the unbalance relaying of SCB protection relays to provide advance alarms that often reduce the search space (by determining failure location) for planned maintenance. Commercial numerical relays for SCB protection and control [3,45] report the sequence of event records. They can capture and time tag state changes of relaying elements. For every fault event, the following items can be captured: affected phase/section location, number of failed elements, and time stamp of the fault/event. Numerical relays can communicate fault information to HMI/SCADA relay setup tools using communication protocols. Users can latch the front panel display of target messages i.e. faulty phase, number of elements, etc. Moreover, designated LEDs of microprocessor-based annunciators [46] can be configured to indicate the phase with failed capacitor elements to technicians that arrive at the substation.

4.9 Summary

This chapter introduced the theories of the proposed methods and applications for fault location in HV-SCBs. First the Superimposed Reactance (SR) concept was presented as part of the fault location for single wye SCBs with neutral voltage unbalance protection, second the SR was adapted for applying fault location to two other grounding arrangements. Then the neutral current unbalance protection was adapted to suit fault location methods for double wye grounded and ungrounded SCBs. A discussion on applicability of additional protection elements was also provided. Algorithms’ characteristics, such as compensation for gradual changes in capacitance, settings calculations, and the flowchart of the proposed methods were also explained. In the next chapter simulation study of these proposed methods will be presented.
Chapter 5

Evaluation of the Proposed and the Investigated Methods

5.1 Introduction

This chapter covers evaluation of the proposed methods, also, where applicable, the SEL method [45] is simulated for comparison. Transient time-domain simulation studies are conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed fault location schemes using PSCAD/EMTDC software package. The required voltage and current waveforms are recorded in COMTRADE 1 format which is an standard file format for transient waveform and event data of electrical power systems. Anti-aliasing filters are applied to the outputs of the transducer models. Then the records are played back for a relay model developed in MATLAB. Accordingly, waveforms are resampled at 64 samples per the power frequency cycle. Depending on the signal type, the relay model applies decaying DC removal filter or CVT transient filter and then uses full cycle Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) for phasor estimation. Phase angle compensation for the delays introduced by the filters have also been considered. Phasor estimation and fault location algorithm are executed every 4 samples. See Appendix A for more details.

Because we deal with internal failures of the SCB, the test power system is selected to be a three phase source connected to the SCB via a transmission line. SCBs are simulated according to their configurations and designs. See Appendix B for details of the SCB designs under study.

In regard to simulation of the pre-existing unbalance in the SCB, based on [4,21], capacitance of the units has a maximum acceptable tolerance of 10% from the average value. In practice, this is rarely more than 7%. In addition, having this deviation mentioned on the unit nameplate, the capacitor units are arranged in a way that the SCBs have equalized capacitance in strings and thus in the total phase. Thus, an inherent unbalance of around 0.5% or less is the final tolerance achieved in the capacitor bank strings. Regarding the phase unbalances, this requirement is reported to be around

1Common Format for Transient Data Exchange
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1% [21]. To validate algorithm performance, the maximum allowable inherent unbalance of 1% is simulated.

Harmonic currents have been injected according to the limits set by the IEEE standard 519 [47]. Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of the output of current/potential transformers are assumed to be 50 dB based on their rated secondary current/voltage. For the SCBs grounded through a capacitor, the 50 dB SNR is simulated based on the nominal voltage across the neutral capacitor.

For evaluation under unbalanced voltages, the balanced load is replaced with an unbalanced one. Voltage unbalance of around 2% is considered, which is the maximum acceptable value for the transmission level [48]. The definition of voltage unbalance is as percentage Voltage Unbalance Factor (%VUF) defined in [49]:

$$\%VUF = \frac{V_2}{V_1} \times 100$$

(5.1)

All of the voltage and current figures reported in this thesis are in primary values. To facilitate interpretation of the fault location principle variations, a demonstrative guide is provided in Fig. 5.1. For the voltage based fault locations the plotted quantity would be the SR, and for the current based fault location it would be the compensated neutral current. Magnitude of the compensated neutral current will be plotted in percentage of the rated current of the SCB, and angle of it is referenced to the corresponding phase current. Note that the magnitude threshold might not be shown on the principle variation figures, instead the tick marks on the magnitude axis are selected based on the threshold. The intervals that have led to internal failure reports are also pointed in the figures. The simulated internal failures include the following cases:

- Single element failure
- Multiple element failure (simultaneous failures at one location)
• Consecutive failure (failure in the same location of a previous failure but with more
time interval in between compared to multiple element failures)

In the rest of the chapter, first, the angle zone margin and the counter setting are verified
using simulations and then the simulation case studies are presented according to various
SCB configurations.

Blinder and Counter Settings

The angle zone in Fig. 5.1 implies a tolerance band around zero for dependability, to
consider current/voltage transducer errors, and security, to exclude unbalances that do
not originate from capacitor failures. With 15 degrees safety margin, an acceptable and
reliable operation has been observed for the simulated scenarios. Fig. 5.2 demonstrates
the fault location principle variation for a single wye SCB with an element failure in
phase B. Harmonics, voltage unbalance and arbitrary pre-existing inherent unbalance in
the SCB were simulated for this case. As it can be seen, in the absence of noise, the

Figure 5.2: Margin evaluation without measurement noise (fuseless wye SCB).

principle is securely far from the boundary and is right at the middle of the angle zone.

The measurement SNR of 50 dB with respect to the rated secondary voltage of 115
volts for the neutral PT of an ungrounded SCB, implies noise magnitude of 2.88 times
greater than even a 30 dB SNR with respect to the actual voltage at the secondary of
the neutral PT. The actual voltage at the secondary of the neutral PT has been found to
be in the range of 4 volts for internal failures. This ensures that in practice the assumed
15 degrees margin will be more than satisfying in terms of reliability of the margin. See Fig. 5.19 for comparison with the same case study with 50 dB measurement noise.

Same performance has been validated for a double wye SCB. Fig. 5.3 demonstrates the fault location principle for a fused double wye SCB that has been simulated for a failure in the left section of phase C. Depending on the inherent pre-existing unbalance inside the bank (which should be limited to 1% per phase as reported in [21]), the neutral current is simulated to be less than 0.5 Amps. Thus, as the proposed algorithm shows satisfying performance for 50 dB SNR based on the 5 Amps rated current of the neutral CT secondary, it will have the same successful operation for signal to noise ratios of even less than 30 dB, based on the actual neutral current in the neutral CT secondary.

![Figure 5.3: Margin evaluation without measurement noise (fused double wye SCB).](image-url)

To demonstrate what we explained in Section 4.8.4 regarding the counter setting, the following simulations were performed. The point is to clarify that although the fault location might be successful but the security could become a concern if we reduce the counter limit. Figs. 5.4, and 5.5 illustrate simulation for single wye fused SCB. Failure in phase A happens at 0.2 s, and the failure in phase B happens on 0.22 s. Figs. 5.6, and 5.7 illustrate the same issue for a fuseless double wye SCB. Failure in phase A happens at 0.15 s, and the failure in phase B happens on 0.17 s. To further demonstrate the consecutive failures concept, an illustrative simulation scenario is performed. Six consecutive element failures are simulated, the counter threshold is set on 30, and the time between failures is 50 ms. The failed elements location is A, B, C, C, B, A, chronologically. The SCB is fuseless single wye grounded through a capacitor. Figs. 5.8, and 5.9 show successful detection of the failures with the counter setting of 30. Fig. 5.10, illustrates the fact...
Figure 5.4: Fault location principle: smaller counter settings for a single wye SCB.

Figure 5.5: Successful detection of close internal failure [counter set on 10], single wye SCB.
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Figure 5.6: Fault location principle: smaller counter settings for a double wye SCB.

Figure 5.7: Successful detection of close internal failure [counter set on 10], double wye SCB.
Figure 5.8: Counter setting and detection of close consecutive failures.

Figure 5.9: Fault location output for close consecutive failures.
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that for close failures to be distinguishable, the consecutive failure has to happen after the reset of the principle, i.e. after detection of the previous failure. This is completely dependent on the counter threshold setting.

![Graph](image)

Figure 5.10: SR magnitude jump and reset for close consecutive failures.

5.2 Single Wye Ungrounded

Simulation scenarios along with their corresponding fault location principle variations (track of change) and the fault location output are presented.

Case 1-1 The very first scenario evaluates the case for balanced voltages and balanced SCB. Measurement channel noise and harmonic distortion are considered. An element fails at 0.1 s in a fused SCB. The increased magnitude of the superimposed reactance and the angle for phase A which enters and remains in the angle boundary will result in failure detection in phase A, at about 0.15 s in Fig. 5.12. Reset of the principle can be seen in Fig. 5.11 as time passes the detection moment (0.15 s), and the principle pattern changes as if no failure has took place. The SEL method, explained in Section 3.3.1, is also simulated for the same case. This method’s detection angle variations is shown in Fig. 5.13, in which each colored margin belongs to one phase. Fig. 5.14 shows that this method is also successful for this case.

Case 1-2 Next case considers unbalanced load in the system and the resultant voltage unbalance. The rest of the scenario is the same as case 1-1. The proposed method fault location principle (SR), its output, the SEL method detection angle, and its output are plotted in the Figs. 5.15, 5.16, 5.17, 5.18, respectively. Jumps from 180 to -180 degree in Fig. 5.17 are because it is the angle range defined in the SEL method, refer to Fig. 3.2. As apparent from the results, both the proposed method and the SEL method have an acceptable performance under the introduced voltage unbalance.

Case 1-3 As another consideration for single element failures, pre-existing unbalance in phase capacitances is added to case 1-2, to evaluate the performance of the fault location methods. The proposed method’s fault location principle (SR), its output, the SEL method detection angle, and its output are plotted in the Figs. 5.19, 5.20, 5.21, 5.22, respectively.

Again, the compensation terms in detection principles make both methods successful in dealing with cases with inherent unbalances.
Figure 5.11: SR variations, single failure in phase A, Case 1-1.
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Figure 5.12: Fault location output, single failure in phase A, Case 1-1.

Figure 5.13: The SEL method detection angle, single failure in phase A, Case 1-1.
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Figure 5.14: The SEL method fault location output, single failure in phase A, Case 1-1.

Figure 5.15: SR variations, single failure in phase A, Case 1-2.
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Figure 5.16: Fault location output, single failure in phase A, Case 1-2.

Figure 5.17: The SEL method detection angle, single failure in phase A, Case 1-2.
Figure 5.18: The SEL method fault location output, single failure in phase A, Case 1-2.

Figure 5.19: SR variations, single failure in phase A, Case 1-3.
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Figure 5.20: The proposed fault location output, single failure in phase A, Case 1-3.

Figure 5.21: The SEL method detection angle, single failure in phase A, Case 1-3.
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Figure 5.22: The SEL method fault location output, single failure in phase A, Case 1-3.

Case 1-4 Until now the case studies were introducing different sources of unbalance step by step. From this point we will perform our evaluations for scenarios which include all of the unbalance sources.

Figs. 5.23 and 5.24 demonstrate variations in the SR and the fault location output for an internally fused SCB, respectively. The following illustrative scenario includes events that are successfully detected as reported in Fig. 5.24. The satisfying performance of the proposed algorithm is validated under pre-existing unbalance, voltage unbalance, harmonics and measurement noise.

- Single element failure in phase A at 0.2 s
- Multiple element failure in phase B at 0.25 s
- Consecutive failure in phase A at 0.3 s
- Multiple element failure in phase C at 0.35 s

As it can be seen, with the latching option and auto-update of the k-factors no masking or unbalance cancellation (a.k.a ambiguous failure) can affect the outputs of the proposed method. The principle gets reset in order for the past failures not to impact detection of subsequent failures, and each failure is detected and reported separately while the health state of the SCB is recorded. In Fig. 5.24 all of the phases have two failed elements after 0.4 s, which would have canceled each others’ effect and result in ambiguous or missed failure if the fault location haven’t had the calibrating factors updating property.

The number of failures has been detected successfully according to the initial magnitude
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Figure 5.23: SR variations, Case 1-4.

Figure 5.24: Fault location output, Case 1-4.
setting determined for the superimposed reactance, see Table 5.1 for magnitude increments.

Table 5.2 shows the recorded k-factor values, initial set, and their first updated value after each of the failures in case 1-4. It is worthwhile noting that the initial values would have been set to 1.00 if the simulated SCB haven’t included the inherent unbalance. Note that as per (4.21) and (4.22), k-factors of phase B, and C are either reciprocal or ratio of the two phase A k-factors. Thus, they are not added to Table 5.2.

Table 5.1: Increment in the magnitude of the superimposed reactance: case 1-4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Magnitude (%)</th>
<th>Single Failure</th>
<th>Double Failure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.115</td>
<td>0.228</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: k-factor values for phase A, case 1-4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>k-factors</th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>1st Failure</th>
<th>2nd Failure</th>
<th>3rd Failure</th>
<th>4th Failure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.0060</td>
<td>0.9946</td>
<td>1.0070</td>
<td>0.9958</td>
<td>1.0047</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3 Single Wye Grounded Through a Capacitor

The proposed SR based fault location method is also validated for this configuration. **Case 2-1** A single element failure in phase A of an internally fused SCB takes place at 0.25 s. This scenario includes all of the unbalance sources as in Case 1-4.

A closer look at the magnitude of the fault location principle is shown in Fig. 5.27. The figure demonstrates that a reliable magnitude threshold can be set smoothly as it is the case for this worst case scenario.

**Case 2-2** The following illustrative scenario includes events that are successfully detected as reported in Fig. 5.29. The satisfying performance of the proposed algorithm is validated under pre-existing unbalance, voltage unbalance, harmonics and measurement noise.

- Multiple element failure in phase A at 0.2 s
- A first element failure in phase C at 0.25 s
- Consecutive element failure in phase C at 0.45 s

The successful determination of fault locations in this illustrative scenario implies how updating of k-factors addresses masking scenarios issue, because having two phases with failed elements has not lead to a false detection in the third phase (this is an ambiguous failure scenario as shown in the first chapter). Fig. 5.30 shows tracking of the change in counters of the three phases. The counter threshold is 30 and it adds up another 30 counts for a consecutive fault (adjustable setting).
Figure 5.25: SR variations for a single element failure in phase A, Case 2-1.

Figure 5.26: Fault location output, single failure in phase A, Case 2-1.
5.3. Single Wye Grounded Through a Capacitor

Figure 5.27: Zoomed magnitude of the SR, Case 2-1.

Figure 5.28: SR variations, Case 2-2.
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Figure 5.29: Fault location output, Case 2-2.

Figure 5.30: Fault location counters, Case 2-2.
5.4 Single Wye Grounded via CT

We will validate the properties and assumptions of the proposed SR based fault location for this configuration.

Case 3-1  The following illustrative scenario includes events that are successfully detected as reported in Fig. 5.33. The SCB is internally fused. Track of the changes in the SR and the counter are plotted in Figs. 5.31 and 5.32, respectively. The satisfying performance of the proposed algorithm is validated under pre-existing unbalance, voltage unbalance, harmonics and measurement noise.

- Single element failure at 0.2 s in phase C
- Multiple element failure in phase A at 0.3 s
- Consecutive failure in phase C at 0.4 s

![Graphs of Phase A, B, and C Superimposed Reactance](image)

Figure 5.31: SR variations, Case 3-1.

Case 3-2  To check whether keeping the reactance value constant does effect the consecutive failure detection or not, the results for the following scenario is presented here. The SCB is fuseless.

- a unit fails at 0.22 s in phase A
- a consecutive single element failure in phase A at 0.27 s
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Figure 5.32: Fault location counters, Case 3-1.

Figure 5.33: Fault location output, Case 3-1.
Figs. 5.34, 5.35, and 5.36, illustrate the successful evaluation. It is worthwhile to note that, as apparent from precision limits, an error in detection of number of failed elements is expected when several elements fail simultaneously (failure of units), since error accumulation will be the consequence. To minimize such an error in detection of number of elements in presence of distracting signals (noise), the base magnitude has been set to 0.9 of the expected superimposed reactance magnitude. This makes the base value neither too much large to give less than the actual number of failed elements, nor too much small to give more than the actual number of failed elements. For this illustrative scenario, in the simulated configuration each unit consists of 6 elements, thus the detected number of failed elements matches its actual value, a 6 element failure followed by a single element failure.

![Figure 5.34: SR variations, Case 3-2.](image)

**5.5 Y-Y Ungrounded with Neutral Current Unbalance**

For double wye SCBs as the fault location is based on another quantity, we again demonstrate the results with scenarios that introduce the unbalance sources step by step, and then we will perform the rest of the cases with all of the unbalance sources involved.

**Case 4-1** Measurement noise and harmonic distortion are considered for this case. System voltages and the SCB are balanced. Results are shown for a fuseless SCB. A single element failure takes place in right section of phase B at 0.1 s. The proposed method’s fault location principle (compensated neutral current), its output, the SEL method detection angle, and its output are plotted in the Figs. 5.37, 5.12, 5.13, 5.14, respectively. In Fig. 5.13 each colored band corresponds to one of the six possible locations for the failed element.
Figure 5.35: Fault location counters, Case 3-2.

Figure 5.36: Fault location output, Case 3-2.
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Figure 5.37: Compensated neutral current variations, single failure in phase B right section, Case 4-1.

Case 4-2 After validation of case 4-1, the other sources of unbalance are added to the simulation case. The simulated scenario involves a single element failure at 0.1 s in right section of phase C of a fuseless SCB.

The proposed method’s fault location principle (compensated neutral current), its output, the SEL method detection angle, and its output are plotted in the Figs. 5.41, 5.20, 5.21, 5.22, respectively. In Fig. 5.21 each colored band corresponds to one of the six possible locations for the failed element.

As can be seen, both methods demonstrate successful operation and compensation. After validation of the proposed method for the cases that were comparable with the SEL fault location, additional simulation scenarios were carried out to test the unique properties of the proposed method.

Case 4-3 The following illustrative scenario includes events that are successfully detected as reported in Fig. 5.46. The SCB is fuseless. Track of the changes in the compensated neutral current is plotted in Fig. 5.45. The satisfying performance of the proposed algorithm is validated under pre-existing unbalance, voltage unbalance, harmonics and measurement noise.
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Figure 5.38: The proposed fault location output, single failure in phase B right section, Case 4-1.

Figure 5.39: The SEL method detection angle, single failure in phase B right section, Case 4-1.
5.5. **Y-Y Ungrounded with Neutral Current Unbalance**

The event sequence for case 4-3 is as follows

- Single element failure at 0.1 s in left section of phase A
- Consecutive failure in left section of phase A at 0.15 s
- Multiple element failure in right section of phase B at 0.22 s

Table 5.3 shows the values calculated and set for detection of the number of failures according to (4.63) for the fuseless SCB presented in Appendix B.

Table 5.3: Increments in the magnitude of the compensated neutral current in percent of the rated current for single element failures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Magnitude (%)</th>
<th>Left Section Reference Value</th>
<th>Right Section Reference Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.089</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Case 4-4** Regarding the masking issue discussed in Fig. 1.2, a case in which two phases experience left section failures and the other phase undergoes a failure in the right section can lead to incorrect fault location if an algorithm can not reset the constants after each failure. Such a scenario has been simulated as an illustrative example for a fused double wye SCB to demonstrate part of the validation process for the proposed method. See Figs. 5.47, and 5.48. Table 5.4 gives the values for $\mathcal{K}_1$, as per (4.56), initially and right after each failure detection for the described masking scenario.
Figure 5.41: Compensated neutral current variations, single failure in phase C right section, Case 4-2.
Figure 5.42: The proposed fault location output, single failure in phase C right section, Case 4-2.

Figure 5.43: The SEL method detection angle, single failure in phase C right section, Case 4-2.
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Figure 5.44: The SEL method fault location output, single failure in phase C right section, Case 4-2.

Table 5.4: $K_1$ magnitude (p.u.) | phase (deg.) sets for case 4-4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>1st failure</th>
<th>2nd failure</th>
<th>3rd failure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$K_1$</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>49.51</td>
<td>52.47</td>
<td>35.27</td>
<td>22.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is worth mentioning that the initial magnitude for $K_1$ approaches zero for a perfectly balanced bank in a system with perfectly balanced voltages. The non-zero set value for the simulated scenario ensures compensation for the part of the neutral current that is not caused by the internal failures (pre-existing unbalance).

5.6 Y-Y Grounded with Neutral Current Unbalance

Determining worst case scenarios is important for the proposed method evaluation. Regarding grounded double wye banks with neutral current unbalance, and with reference to what we discussed for the fault location principle in equation (4.67), the worst case scenario in terms of accumulation of unbalance terms is when the phase k-factors, $K_p$, have the same sign, or in other words, when left and right section mismatches are in the same direction for all three phases. We have considered this in the comprehensive scenario in case 5-1.
5.6. **Y-Y Grounded with Neutral Current Unbalance**

![Graph showing compensated neutral current variations](image)

**Figure 5.45:** Compensated neutral current variations, Case 4-3.

![Graph showing proposed fault location output](image)

**Figure 5.46:** The proposed fault location output, Case 4-3.
Figure 5.47: Compensated neutral current variations, Case 4-4.

Figure 5.48: The proposed fault location output, Case 4-4.
5.6. **Y-Y Grounded with Neutral Current Unbalance**

**Case 5-1** The illustrative scenario chosen to present includes the following events for an internally fused SCB:

- Single element failure in left section of phase C at 0.2 s
- Multiple element failure in right section of phase A at 0.3 s
- Consecutive element failure in left section of phase C at 0.4 s

Considering the maximum acceptable voltage unbalance in transmission systems, and pre-existing unbalance in the SCB phase impedances, Fig. 5.49 shows measurements for zero sequence current and the differential neutral current for the described scenario. Cancellation of unbalances that affect both wye sections equally can be seen in the differential quantity. The compensated neutral current is shown in Figure 5.50. Fault location principle and output are shown in Figs. 5.50 and 5.51, respectively, which demonstrate successful and reliable determination of the failures. Notice resets in the compensated fault location quantity (Figure 5.50) while uncompensated neutral current is incrementally increasing (Figure 5.49).

![Graph](image-url)
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Figure 5.50: Compensated neutral current variations, Case 5-1.

Figure 5.51: The proposed fault location output, Case 5-1.
5.7 Case Studies with Additional Protection Elements

5.7.1 Y-Y Ungrounded with Neutral Voltage Unbalance-Tied Neutrals

In this section first the fact that left and right section failures will result in the same amount of change in capacitance for the typical utility asymmetrical ungrounded double wye bank, Fig. 4.10, is shown to validate the discussion in Section 4.7.2. and then a numerical example is given for the discussed neutral voltage estimation in the same section.

For the SCB of Fig. 4.10 the before failure and after failure phase capacitances, for left section and right section failures are as follows, respectively.

\[
\begin{align*}
C_l &= 1.088 \\
C_l' &= 1.108 \\
C_r &= 6.528 \\
C_r' &= 6.548
\end{align*}
\]  
\[(5.2)\]

\[
\begin{align*}
C_l &= 2.5 \\
C_l' &= 2.50704 \\
C_r &= 2 \\
C_r' &= 2.00704
\end{align*}
\]  
\[(5.4)\]

The calculations are done using equations of Section 4.8.2. Values are in \(\mu\)F. As a result, the change in the capacitance for both of the left and right section failure cases is 0.02\(\mu\)F. And thus, the neutral voltage would be the same for the left and the right section failures. This confirms what we concluded in Section 4.7.2.

For the simulated SCB of Figure B.4 the capacitance values are:

\[
\begin{align*}
C_l &= 2.5 \\
C_l' &= 2.50704 \\
C_r &= 2 \\
C_r' &= 2.00704
\end{align*}
\]  
\[(5.5)\]

which similarly give the same capacitance change of 0.00704\(\mu\)F and the simulation gives the following neutral voltage for a simplified scenario of balanced voltages and no pre-existing unbalance, with a failure simulated at 0.2 s. Regardless of the section in which the failure takes place, the neutral voltage is the same. The voltage estimation is also evaluated as per (4.82) as follows:

The phase capacitance in per-unit form and using IEEE Std C37.99 is

\[
C_p = 1.0015 \text{ pu}
\]  
\[(5.6)\]

Using Section 4.8.2 equations, the rated phase capacitance is 5 \(\mu\)F while after the failure the capacitance reaches 5.00704, thus the per-unit value would be 1.00141 which shows
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Figure 5.52: The measured neutral voltage for right/left section single element failures.

negligible error in the standard’s estimation method. The resultant neutral voltage would be
\[
V_N = \frac{C_P - 1}{C_P + 2} = 5.2193 \times 10^{-4} \text{ pu}
\]  
(5.7)
this corresponds to a peak of 98.015 V for the 230 kV system and matches the simulation result shown in Fig. 5.52.

5.7.2 Additional Voltage Differential Element

Simulation study for the configuration of Fig. 4.8 is presented in this part. The key difference for this configuration is that, due to additional measurements, simultaneous failures in different locations are detectable. It is worthwhile to note that the provided SCB configuration is fuseless and therefore the tap is at the low voltage capacitors. The LV capacitors are formed by parallel connection of fuseless capacitors. As a result, a capacitor failure at the bottom section gives a tap voltage of zero and needs to be tripped as no failures in the top section can be detected without a measurable tap voltage. Therefore, for fault location study we investigate various failures in the top section.

Case 7-1 The following event sequence is simulated:

- First element failure in left section of phase A at 0.2 s
- Consecutive element failure in left section of phase A at 0.25 s
- Single element failure in left section of phase C at 0.35 s
- Multiple element failure in right section of phase B at 0.4 s

The figures for fault location principle (voltage differential) are plotted separately for each phase. Figs. 5.53 to 5.58 demonstrate the successful determination of location and number of the failed elements.
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Figure 5.53: Phase A fault location principle, voltage differential protection.

Figure 5.54: Phase B fault location principle, voltage differential protection.
Figure 5.55: Phase C fault location principle, voltage differential protection.

Figure 5.56: Phase A fault location output, voltage differential protection.
Figure 5.57: Phase B fault location output, voltage differential protection.

Figure 5.58: Phase C fault location output, voltage differential protection.
Case 7-2 To show the benefits of having separate differential voltage elements (functions) for left and right sections, and also the additional left tap to right tap differential function, a sample simulation scenario is performed. The case includes the following failures

- Single element failure in each phase all at 0.2 s
- Simultaneous failures in left and right section of phase A at 0.25 s

Simulation results, Figs. 5.59-5.62, demonstrate the reliable operation of the fault location for the first event, which is an ambiguous (masking) scenario, and the second event, which is a simultaneous left and right failure scenario.

The 87-3 function principle and its resultant alarms are plotted in Figs. 5.63-5.66.

![Figure 5.59: Phase A fault location principle, simultaneous failures.](image)

Although the 87-1 and 87-2 functions locate the left and the right section simultaneous capacitor failures, the 87-3 function is only capable of locating one of them. The double arrow deltoid head in Fig. 5.63 points out the discussed fact in Section 4.7.1. Which stated that upon simultaneous failures in left and right sections, the magnitude of the operating function of 87-3 will be changed less than the expected increment for a single left section element failure.
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Figure 5.60: Phase B fault location principle, simultaneous failures.

Figure 5.61: Phase C fault location principle, simultaneous failures.
Figure 5.62: Fault location output, simultaneous failures.

Figure 5.63: 87-3 fault location principle for three phases, simultaneous failures.
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Figure 5.64: Phase A 87-3 fault location alarm, simultaneous failures.

Figure 5.65: Phase B 87-3 fault location alarm, simultaneous failures.

Figure 5.66: Phase C 87-3 fault location alarm, simultaneous failures.
5.7.3 Conclusion on the Results for Additional Protection Elements

Results of a thorough fault location study was demonstrated for an actual double wye SCB with three differential elements. The successful determination of simultaneous failures is due to fault location indicating quantities independence for each phase and section. This allows to reset each function without disturbing the detection of failed elements in the rest of the phase and sections. The auxiliary alarms of the tap to tap differential element were shown to be reliable (for example when needed in case of loss of bus VTs). In addition, sensitivity analysis proved the possible malfunction of this auxiliary alarm for simultaneous left and right section failures. Finally, neutral voltage estimation was evaluated, the mathematical proof and conclusion in the previous chapter regarding failure of this quantity for discriminating between left and right section capacitor faults was verified.

5.8 The SEL Method for Y-Y Ungrounded with Isolated Neutrals

According to the assumptions we investigated for the SEL fault location method for this configuration that deploys neutral-to-neutral voltage unbalance protection, performance analysis of the present method in the literature is required. Therefore, we simulated the method introduced in Section 3.3.3. It is worthwhile to note that the evaluated (SEL) fault location method for this configuration only supports single element failures.

**Case 6-1** The single element failure takes place in the right bank of an internally fused SCB at 0.22 s. The affected phase is phase C.

Along with the fault location principle of [27], the function outputs, the differential voltage and the compensated quantity are plotted in Figs. 5.67 5.68 and 5.69. The non-zero value for \(V_{N_l}\) in Fig. 5.69 which exists before the internal failure occurrence, confirms the need for the differential voltage quantity compensation. Further illustrative scenarios would be presented in the external unbalance case evaluations.

![Figure 5.67: The SEL method detection angle, single failure in phase C right section, Case 6-1.](image)
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Figure 5.68: The SEL method fault location output, Case 6-1.

Figure 5.69: Measured and compensated differential voltage, Split wye bank with isolated neutrals
5.9 Further Investigation on Algorithms Reliability

5.9.1 Simultaneous Failures

Simultaneous failures with exactly the same occurrence time are unlikely, compared to the ones in the previously presented scenarios. Since the proposed fault location methods have single decision boundary for each phase and the superposition property is not applicable to the internal failure impacts on the fault location principle, it is expected that fault location methods fail in case failures become simultaneous or super-close.

Fig. 5.70 presents this case for two elements that fail at the same time, one in the right section of phase C, and one in the left section of phase B in a fused double wye SCB. After failures occurrence, the phase angles reach constant values; however, the margins to include these phase angles in the corresponding zero angle zone have to be so wide which will make the fault location vulnerable in terms of loss of security. For instance, a blinder setting of 41 degrees in the presented scenario of Fig. 5.70 is required to detect a phase B failure. The situation would be worse for the discussed SEL method in Chapter 3.3 as it is not phase segregated, and thus, the phase angle can only be compared with one margin for two simultaneous failures in different phases.

For single wye SCBs, two simultaneous failures in phase A, and B in a fuseless SCB are simulated. As can be seen in Fig. 5.71, the voltage based method of fault location (SR) also fails.

In short, the variable range for the phase angle, and also the number of involved phases make the detection of failure location complex and non-practical in terms of the required characteristic for detection of exactly simultaneous failures in different locations.

5.9.2 Susceptibility to External Disturbances

Even though for a supplementary function like fault location, the safe and straight forward solution for reliable operation would be blocking whenever a shunt or series power system fault is detected; but in order not to miss element failures during this transients, we perform simulations to see if blocking is necessary.

For algorithm performance evaluation, temporary faults (representing transients in a shunt branch with respect to the SCB) on the bus that the SCB is located, and also at the remote sending bus is simulated. The results are included depending on the new points that a scenario had brought up. Furthermore, single phase open pole tripping with subsequent reclosing (representing transients in a series branch with respect to the SCB), is simulated and results are demonstrated here.
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Figure 5.70: Compensated Neutral Current: Fault location malfunction for simultaneous failures.
Figure 5.71: Voltage based fault location malfunction for simultaneous failures
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Single Wye Ungrounded

Case 8-1 A phase A to ground fault with fault resistance of 0.5 Ω, and duration of 50 ms is simulated. Meanwhile an element fails in phase B of an internally fused SCB. This is an illustrative scenario and simulation of other fault types validated the same performance. Figs. 5.72 demonstrates the SR variations for this case. Fig. 5.73 illustrates severe jumps in the magnitude of superimposed reactance, note that the magnitude is in per-unit in this figure. Fig. 5.74 shows the changes in the SR magnitude for the same scenario as case 8-1, with the difference of fault resistance which was changed to 100 Ω. This was intentionally simulated to demonstrate that even high impedance faults change the SR much more than internal failures in a way that the magnitude is reliably far from the thresholds. This would help to block the fault location when external disturbance is suspected due to high level of magnitude in the fault location principle. Fig. 5.75 illustrates the fault location output. In both cases the proposed method has been able to locate the failure once the external disturbance is cleared.

Figure 5.72: Proposed method performance under power system fault, Case 8-1
Figure 5.73: Jumps in magnitude of the proposed principle under power system fault, Case 8-1

Figure 5.74: Jumps in magnitude of the proposed principle under power system fault, (Case 8-1 with high impedance fault)
Case 8-2 Another illustrative scenario involves a single phase to ground fault in the same phase that will undergo a capacitor failure during this ground fault. Duration of the fault is set to 100 ms, both the power system fault, and the internal failure take place in phase C, at 0.2 s, and 0.22 s, respectively. Fault resistance is 2.5 Ω. Fig. 5.76 demonstrates that during the ground fault, higher magnitude of the SR, or any other supervisory source, should be used for blocking.
Otherwise, as it can be seen from Fig. 5.77, the fault location method would have mistakenly picked up due to momentary angle criteria satisfaction in phase A. As a result of blocking and once the ground fault is cleared the SR method has been able to detect the phase C internal failure, see the arrow pointing to the detection interval in Fig. 5.76 and the counter reaching the threshold in Fig. 5.77.

**Case 8-3** A three phase to ground fault is simulated. The SCB is fuseless, and an internal failure takes place exactly at the same time that the power system fault initiates. Results for fault at the SCB bus, in the middle of the connecting transmission line, or at a far bus (with the transmission line in between) were the same. Figs. 5.78 and 5.79 show dependable operation of the proposed method after disturbance clearance.

**Case 8-4** Single pole tripping is considered for evaluation, the open pole time duration is selected based on minimum de-ionisation time for fault arc at 230 kV [50]. For an internally fused SCB, in the system shown in Fig. B.5, phase A of the connecting line gets open at 0.2 s and is re-closed at 0.56 s. Meanwhile, at 0.35 s, an internal failure occurs in the same phase. Figs. 5.80-5.82 illustrate the principle variations, changes in the counter, and the fault location principle magnitude (zoomed out) for this scenario, respectively. As can be seen in Fig. 5.80, the fault location needs blocking during the open pole. However, after the reclosure, again the proposed method shows successful detection of the failure location. Notice the suitability of a magnitude based blocking signal as per Figs. 5.81 and 5.82.

Simulation of other open pole scenarios also confirmed this conclusion.

---

**Figure 5.77:** The proposed method fault location method counter, Case 8-2
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Figure 5.78: Proposed method principle under power system fault, Case 8-3

Figure 5.79: Proposed method output under power system fault, Case 8-3
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Figure 5.80: Plot of the SR, Case 8-4.

Figure 5.81: The proposed fault location counter during open pole, Case 8-4.
We also simulated the SEL fault location method for the same scenarios to investigate its performance. The SEL fault location principle and its output are shown for case 8-1 in Figs. 5.83 and 5.84. As can be seen, once the system fault is cleared this method also detects the failure correctly. This confirms a delay in fault location, same as our proposed method. Same performance was verified for other scenarios as well.
Single Wye Grounded Through a Capacitor

Three of the simulated scenarios are brought here for validation purpose.  
**Case 9-1** For a fuseless bank, at 0.2 s, an element fails in phase B. At 0.22 s a shunt power system fault occurs at a remote bus on the same phase. The fault is cleared at 0.32 s. Figs. 5.85, and 5.86 illustrate the results. From Fig.5.86 it is concluded that the power system fault makes the picked up counter get reset, however with clearance of the fault, the corresponding counter picks up again, and the right location is determined by the proposed method.  
**Case 9-2** The simulation case number 8-2, for which the fault location algorithm for ungrounded wye bank was evaluated, was simulated again for the configuration of wye grounded through a capacitor. Simulations illustrate reliable determination of the failure location without the need for blocking. The bank is internally fused for the simulated case of Figs. 5.87 and 5.88. As it can be seen, although the counter picks up mistakenly first, it resets as the principle does not remain in the boundary. With clearance of the fault, the counter picks up again and determines the right location for the failure. Same results achieved for faults with other resistance, location and duration, both for the fused and fuseless banks.  
**Case 9-3** A worst case scenario with long duration open pole, 950 ms, in the same phase that the element will fail is selected as an illustrative scenario. Figs. 5.89, 5.90, and 5.91 present the proposed fault location principle, the counter, and the zoomed out per-unit magnitude of the proposed principle. As the figures present, the proposed method still is reliable for the external unbalance case. Same results were verified for simultaneous failures and open pole tripping.

Figure 5.84: The SEL method output, Case 8-1.
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Figure 5.85: The proposed fault location principle for Case 9-1

Figure 5.86: The proposed fault location counter for Case 9-1
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Figure 5.87: The proposed fault location principle for Case 9-2

Figure 5.88: The proposed fault location counter for Case 9-2
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Figure 5.89: The proposed fault location principle for Case 9-3

Figure 5.90: The proposed fault location counter for Case 9-3
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Figure 5.91: The proposed fault location principle magnitude for Case 9-3

**Case 9-4** A fuseless bank is chosen to simulate a case in which at 0.22 s an internal failure in Phase A and an open pole in the same phase occur simultaneously. For the sake of clarity of the demonstrations a short dead-time has been considered for this single phase auto-reclosure, i.e. the event lasts 100 ms. Figs. 5.92 and 5.93 show the successful determination of the failure once the external unbalance is cleared. As explained before, applying a magnitude upper limit is not necessary for fault location of this configuration.

Figure 5.92: The proposed SR variations, Case 9-4 SCB grounded via capacitor.
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5.9.1.0.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>0.2</th>
<th>0.25</th>
<th>0.3</th>
<th>0.35</th>
<th>0.4</th>
<th>0.45</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.93: The proposed method output, Case 9-4 SCB grounded via capacitor.

Single Wye Grounded via CT

**Case 10-1** An internal failure is simulated in phase B at 0.22 s, while a network phase to ground fault exists in the same phase from 0.2 s until 0.3 s. Results are shown for an internally fused SCB. Figs. 5.94-5.96 demonstrate the results. Simulations show the reliability of the proposed method and the fact that a delay dependent on the fault clearance time is introduced in the fault location determination.

**Case 10-2** An open pole in phase A takes place at 0.2 s, and lasts till 0.3 s. An element failure in the same phase takes place at 0.22 s in an internally fused SCB. Fig. 5.97 illustrates that during the severe transient caused by the open pole, drastic changes in the SR might render spurious failure detection in another phase, although with phase re-closure, i.e. after 0.3 s, the right location is determinable. Fig. 5.98 demonstrates that the SR magnitude jump is far more than the expected values for element failures. Therefore, blocking by putting limits on the magnitude is included in the code. Figs. 5.99 and 5.100, show the successful results.

**Case 10-3** A special scenario is presented for this case. All elements of a unit fail in phase A at 0.2 s then at 0.26 s a phase to phase fault (A-C) with 50 ms duration is simulated. At 0.3 s, another single element failure takes place in phase A. Fig. 5.101 shows the SR variations along with the successful fault location output. This scenario also confirms the discussed assumption in Section 4.4, i.e. larger failures do not compromise detection of future subsequent failures.
Figure 5.94: The proposed fault location principle for Case 10-1
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Figure 5.95: The proposed fault location counter for Case 10-1

Figure 5.96: The proposed fault location output for Case 10-1
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Figure 5.97: The proposed fault location principle for Case 10-2

Figure 5.98: The proposed fault location principle magnitude for the opened phase in Case 10-2
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Figure 5.99: The proposed fault location counter for Case 10-2

Figure 5.100: The proposed fault location output for Case 10-2
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Figure 5.101: Case 10-3, Unit failure and external unbalance case study, SCB grounded via CT (a) the proposed SR variations. (b) output of the fault location.

Conclusion for Single Wye Banks

Several simulations were performed to discover whether failures that occur during power system faults are detectable and countermeasures to maintain the required reliability of the proposed fault location methods were introduced. Simulations show that dependent on the severity of the system faults, the magnitude of the SR can change abruptly to hundred times of its change for a single element failure. Even when the entire unit fails the operating signal would change much less. The exact values depend on number of elements and unit construction, i.e. number of series/parallel connections. The neutral voltage and the ground current change drastically upon occurrence of system disturbances, thus imposing unpredictable variations both in the angle and magnitude of the operating principles. Therefore, fault location of ungrounded SCBs and grounded ones via CT are susceptible to malfunction during the disturbance unless blocking is employed. In the fault location algorithms an upper limit is set for the SR magnitude to ensure that the variations are suspect of element failures and to disable fault location until the power system fault gets cleared. In the actual implementations, blocking this function of capacitor protection relay [21] can be done via communication with a system protective relay or supervision from other protection elements within a multi-functional numerical capacitor bank relay. In another approach, reference [3] uses a restraint signal which is the magnitude of vectorial sum of neutral voltage and zero sequence voltage for its neutral voltage unbalance protection. The susceptibility is much less for banks that are grounded via a low voltage capacitor because the measured neutral point voltage is across the grounding capacitor, and thus in normal operating conditions (no system
faults) it is much greater than the normally close to zero ground current/neutral voltage of the two other configurations.
Some additional results are provided in Appendix C.

**Y-Y Ungrounded with Neutral Current Unbalance**

Performance of the proposed enhanced neutral current compensated based fault location was tested under various system faults. The following cases are presented as illustrative examples.

**Case 11-1** A phase A to phase C fault happens at 0.2 s, meanwhile an internal failure takes place in the right section of phase C at 0.22 s, the power system fault is cleared at 0.25 s. The SCB is internally fused. Figs. 5.102 and 5.103 demonstrate the variations in the proposed fault location principle and the modeled fault location relay output, respectively.

Figure 5.102: Proposed method compensated neutral current, Case 11-1.
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To illustrate the counter pickup and latching after reaching a pre-set threshold, Fig. 5.104 is presented here. This Figure shows changes in the fault location counter. As can be seen in Fig. 5.104, a failure is suspected in the left section of phase B, because the principle has entered the corresponding margin; however, as the principle does not stay inside the margin till the counter reaches a threshold, the counter starts counting down and in fact it gets reset. This is while for phase C in the right section, the counter continues to increase until it reaches the threshold and latches with a correct fault location determination. When interpreting the figures that show principle’s angle variations, one should note that the principle will continue to stay inside the detection boundary unless it is reset, i.e. detected by the algorithm, or another consecutive failure takes place. False counter pickups are also not a concern as the counter threshold can be set high enough so that only the correct counters can reach the threshold. Fig. 5.105 illustrates variations in the neutral current, and the compensated neutral current. Furthermore, Fig. 5.106 is provided to compare and observe the way the external unbalance has changed the

Figure 5.103: Proposed method output, Case 11-1.

Figure 5.104: Algorithm security considering counter pickup, and count up/down process, Case 11-1
variations in the proposed principle magnitude.

Figure 5.105: Variations in the proposed principle magnitude under power system fault.

Figure 5.106: Variations in the proposed principle magnitude, without power system fault.
Case 11-2 A phase B to ground fault happens simultaneously with an internal failure in the left section of phase B, both at 0.22 s. The SCB is fuseless. Figs. 5.107 and 5.108 demonstrate the successful fault location results for the proposed method.

Case 11-3 For a 100 ms open pole in phase B, an internal failure in right section of phase C takes place at the middle of the dead-time. The SCB is fuseless. Figs. 5.109- 5.111 demonstrate the proposed fault location method reliable performance. It is worthwhile to note that higher pick up delays further guarantee the discrimination between faulty phase and other phases and the illustrative scenarios provided here assume minimum pick up delays for reliable operation.

Simulations also showed successful performance for the same scenario with the open pole interval, a.k.a dead-time, increased to 360 ms, and also for the scenarios of cases 8-2, and 8-4.

For further evaluation, in the next illustrative scenario, we have increased the dead-time of the open pole. Because it is a common setting that bank undervoltage protection trips the SCB in a second when the bus voltage reaches 0.7 pu [3], an open pole of less than a second is considered for worst case simulations.

Case 11-4 An open pole tripping for phase B is simulated at 0.2 s, internal failure in right section of phase C occurs at the same time in the fuseless SCB, the line reclosure takes place after 950 ms.

Figure 5.107: Proposed compensated neutral current, Case 11-2.
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Fig. 5.108: Proposed method output, Case 11-2

Fig. 5.112 shows the proposed principle for the first 40 ms of the simulation. It shows the principle reaching the corresponding fault location boundary, and the reset followed by fault location determination without any interference from the open pole of the other phase.

Figs. 5.113, and 5.114 demonstrate the counter and output of the fault location function for Case 11-4, respectively.

Case 11-5 Phase B is opened at 0.2 s and reclosure takes place 950 ms later, meanwhile an internal failure in the same phase happens for the internally fused SCB at 0.5 s in the left bank. Simulations show that the fast detection of the failure depends on whether the open pole is in the same phase as the failure or not. In case that failure is in a different phase, then the proposed method can detect the failure faster. Figs. 5.115, 5.116, and 5.117, illustrate the proposed fault location principle, the counter, and the output, respectively.

As can be seen in Fig, 5.117, the failure is detected within about 600 ms. The reason for this delay is demonstrated in Fig. 5.115. The open pole in the same phase as the internal failure, has made the jump in the principle magnitude to be lower than the expected value. This happens while the angle criteria is within the margin of detection. With the closure of the opened breaker pole, the magnitude also satisfies the detection criteria and the failure location is determined successfully.
Figure 5.109: The proposed fault location principle, Case 11-3.
Figure 5.110: Algorithm security considering counter pickup, and count up/down process, Case 11-3.

Figure 5.111: The proposed fault location output, Case 11-3.
Figure 5.112: The proposed fault location principle, Case 11-4.
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Figure 5.113: Algorithm security considering counter pickup, and count up/down process, Case 11-4.

Figure 5.114: The proposed fault location output, Case 11-4.
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Figure 5.115: The proposed fault location principle, Case 11-5.
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Figure 5.116: Algorithm security considering counter pickup, and count up/down process, Case 11-5.

Figure 5.117: The proposed fault location output, Case 11-5.
The SEL method also was tested for reliability under external unbalances. Figs. 5.118, and 5.119 demonstrate the SEL method performance for case 11-1. Each colored zone belongs to one of the six possible locations. As can be seen, the SEL method

Figure 5.118: The SEL method principle for Case 11-1.

Figure 5.119: The SEL method output for Case 11-1.
also performs well. In addition, for simultaneous shunt fault and internal failures same performance was validated.

For the case 11-3, the SEL method evaluation is presented in Figs. 5.120, and 5.121. As can be seen the SEL method also determines the location of the failure successfully.

![Figure 5.120: The SEL method principle, Case 11-3.](image)

The SEL method assessed performance for case 11-4 is also selected for illustration here. Figs. 5.122, and 5.123 show the fault location criteria, and its output, respectively. As can be seen although the SEL method can detect the failure, however, it seems to take much longer time than our proposed method for fault location determination. The reason is that during the open pole the magnitude of the negative sequence current becomes comparable to the positive sequence current, therefore the assumption that the phase current magnitude is only influenced by the positive sequence current magnitude is no longer valid unless the negative sequence current magnitude reduces, i.e. the line reclosure takes place (at 1.15 s). This fact is presented in Fig. 5.124. Note that the longer it takes for a failure location to be determined the more the chances of occurrence of consecutive events, thus the subsequent failures will be missed unless a k-factor auto-set is performed.
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Figure 5.121: The SEL method output, Case 11-3.

Figure 5.122: The SEL method principle, Case 11-4.
Case 11-5 for the SEL method is selected to present here as it demonstrates the important role of magnitude threshold. Figs. 5.125, and 5.126 are plots of the simulation results, and output, respectively. From the fault location output it seems that the SEL method has lost its security because of a failure detection in phase A during the very first moment after the open pole operation. Fig. 5.127 shows the compensated neutral current of this method. In [31] the magnitude threshold is not disclosed in detail, however, having this case study, the importance of this criterion is shown.
Figure 5.125: The SEL method principle, Case 11-5.

Figure 5.126: The SEL method output, Case 11-5.
Y-Y Grounded with Neutral Current Unbalance

For double wye grounded banks with neutral current unbalance protection, particularly we should refer to (4.67), and (4.66) where the uncompensated term in the neutral differential current depends on the mismatch between the right and the left section reactances and the level of unbalance that affects $I_0$. Therefore, solid ground faults (bolted faults) for SCBs with same sign mismatches for all three phases are worst case scenarios for external unbalance susceptibility evaluation.

**Case 12-1** Simultaneous shunt ground fault and element failure happen for phase B at 0.2 s. The fault clearance time is 100 ms and the failure is in the right bank of a fuseless SCB. The residual current, and the measured differential current are shown in Fig. 5.128. The fuseless bank rated current peak is 354 A, which signifies the increment in the differential neutral current to be around 1 percent. The proposed fault location principle, compensated neutral current, and the output counter are shown in Figs. 5.129 and 5.130.
Figure 5.129: The proposed fault location principle, Case 12-1

Figure 5.130: Counter of the proposed fault location method, Case 12-1
As can be seen the fault location is determined with a delay that is directly dependent on the fault clearance time. However, more important is that the detected fault location is still reliable, regardless of the severity of the shunt fault. Fig. 5.128 shows that the differential neutral current magnitude is not affected by the zero sequence current level, which is present due to the external unbalance. Same results were confirmed for single phase to ground fault in the other phase, and also for double phase to ground and three phase to ground faults.

**Case 12-2** For the same SCB, same internal failure takes place but this time the external fault, instead of shunt fault, is an open pole in the same phase. The open pole lasts for 360 ms. The residual current, and the measured differential current are shown in Fig. 5.131. The proposed fault location principle, compensated neutral current, and the output counter are shown in Figs. 5.132 and 5.133. Further simulation cases also showed that same detection delays do exist even if the open pole does not happen for the same phase as the internal failure.

**Case 12-3** The illustrative scenario is as follows for a selected SCB which is fuseless:

- A phase A to ground fault takes place at the SCB bus at 0.2 s, the fault gets cleared at 0.3 s
- An internal failure in right section of phase A is simulated at 0.22 s
- Two elements fail in the left section of phase C at 0.36 s
- A single phase tripping takes place in phase C of the connecting transmission line at 0.38 s and a successful reclosure happens at 0.48 s

The fault location principle is demonstrated in Fig. 5.134. As can be seen in the fault location report, presented in Fig. 5.135, the external failures do not render spurious reports, although they introduce detection delays.
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Figure 5.132: The proposed fault location principle, Case 12-2

Figure 5.133: Counter of the proposed fault location method, Case 12-2
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![Figure 5.134: The proposed fault location principle, Case 12-3.](image)

![Figure 5.135: The proposed fault location output, Case 12-3.](image)
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The SEL Method for Y-Y Ungrounded with Isolated Neutrals

To complete investigation of susceptibility to external unbalances, we performed simulations for this configuration that deploys neutral to neutral voltage unbalance protection. Presented studies are under scenarios that might cause assumption violation, see Section 3.3.3.

Case 13-1 A failure in the left section of phase B of a fuseless SCB takes place at 0.22 s. An external solid fault, phase C to ground, is simulated to disturb the principle from 0.2 s until 0.3 s. Figs. 5.136-5.138 demonstrate the results.

![Figure 5.136: The SEL method referenced angle for fault location under external unbalance, Case 13-1](image)

Figure 5.136: The SEL method referenced angle for fault location under external unbalance, Case 13-1

![Figure 5.137: The SEL method fault location output, Case 13-1](image)

Figure 5.137: The SEL method fault location output, Case 13-1
As it can be interpreted from these figures, the SEL fault location method seems to lose security during the fault presence in the network, shown by red output in Fig. 5.137. However, upon clearance of the fault, the fault location shows dependability and does not miss the past internal failure. A solution could be blocking the fault location with detection of power system faults. The reason behind this loss of reliability is in fact the increase in the voltage unbalance during the fault, see Fig. 5.139. Note that having considerable voltage unbalance violates the assumption of negligibility of the negative and the zero sequence voltages effect on the fault location principle phase angle.

As it was explained in Section 3.3.3, the SEL method seems to have the assumption that \( \angle(V_p - V_{N_l}) = \angle V_p^+ \), where \( V_p \) denotes the phase that has the failed element, thus a case study was developed to demonstrate a scenario in which by occurrence of a phase to ground fault the assumption is violated during the presence of the fault.

**Case 13-2** Fig. 5.140 illustrates the simulation results in which an element failure in right section of phase C happens simultaneously with a shunt fault of phase C to ground. The SCB is internally fused with nonidentical section reactances that also include pre-existing unbalance. The fault is cleared after 100 ms. As can be seen in this figure, during the fault the assumption violation keeps the phase angle out of the fault location boundary.
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Figure 5.139: Voltage unbalance during power system fault, Case 13-1

Figure 5.140: Case 13-2, Referenced angle for the SEL method, under ground-fault of the phase with failed elements.
Y-Y with Voltage Differential

For the utility configuration of Fig. 4.8, both series and shunt external unbalances were simulated. An illustrative scenario is provided here to demonstrate their impact on the fault location reliability.

**Case 14-1** The scenario includes both shunt and series disturbances as follows:

- a phase B to ground fault happens at 0.2 s, which is cleared at 0.3 s
- a capacitor element fails in the left section of phase B at 0.22 s
- at 0.42 s, another element fails, this time in phase C, right section
- at 0.44 s an open pole takes place for phase C which lasts for 100 ms

Simulations show reliable operation of the described fault location in Section 4.7.1. The fault location principle for the first failure involved phase, based on the differential element, is provided in 5.141, and Fig. 5.142 shows the tap to tap differential element for all of the phases. Same applies to Figs. 5.143, and 5.144 for the second failure. Note the time axis intervals for these eight figures, the simulation time is divided in two parts for the sake of the principle plots clarity.

The fault location outputs for each phase, and the output alarms of the third differential element are plotted in Figs. 5.145, 5.146, 5.147, and 5.148, respectively. As it can be seen the third element even detects the failures faster for this special case. This was likely to happen as the sensitivity and magnitude thresholds are different for this element.

![Figure 5.141: Phase B fault location principle, Case 14-1 first failure.](image-url)
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Figure 5.142: 87-3 fault location principle for three phases, Case 14-1 first failure.

Figure 5.143: Phase C fault location principle, Case 14-1 second failure.
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Figure 5.144: 87-3 fault location principle for three phases, Case 14-1 second failure.

Figure 5.145: Phase A fault location output, Case 14-1.
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Figure 5.146: Phase B fault location output, Case 14-1.

Figure 5.147: Phase C fault location output, Case 14-1.
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Figure 5.148: Third (87-3) differential element alarms, Case 14-1.

Track of the changes in the counters of this element are shown in Fig. 5.149, see how the open pole occurrence prevents the first counter pickup of phase C from reaching the alarm level. Although with reclosure, the second time that the counter picks up, it reaches the corresponding alarm level successfully.

Figure 5.149: Third (87-3) differential element counters, Case 14-1.
Conclusion for Double Wye Banks

A comprehensive investigation on fault location in double wye shunt capacitor banks with different unbalance protections was performed. The investigation covers both ungrounded, and grounded banks with either of the internally fused or fuseless technologies. Both the proposed methods and the investigated methods of the literature were evaluated. Because for double wye shunt capacitor banks, system (external) unbalance affects both wye sections equally, it is not necessary to block the fault location function under such a condition. However, simulations demonstrated that for double wye banks with isolated neutrals (neutral to neutral voltage unbalance protection) the SEL fault location method, present in the literature, seemed to require blocking during external disturbance. Apart from reliable performance of the evaluated methods, simulations showed that delays may be introduced in the detection depending on the type and phase of the external failure, whether it involves the same phase as the capacitor failure or it involves another phase of the system. See Appendix C for some more additional results.

5.9.3 Regular Updating of the k-factors

To demonstrate the k-factors regular updating importance and how it mitigates the gradual changes effect in reactance caused by weather conditions, partial shading or aging, illustrative simulations are performed. A linear change in one of the phase capacitances is assumed. The change starts at 0.2 s and its upward ramp ends after about 50 ms. Algorithm setting for regular updates is set faster than the linear change rate and triggers once every fifteen protection passes (an arbitrary setting for this illustrative example). As a worst case scenario it is assumed that the other phase/sections of the SCB do not experience the linear capacitance change so that the event can mimic an internal failure. Note that for the sake of simplicity and clarity of the plot, the rate of change is much faster than what we explained in Section 4.8.1. Figs. 5.150 and 5.151 present the fault location principle variations. They illustrate the reactance change in the phase B of a fuseless single wye SCB and in the left section of phase A of a fused double wye SCB, respectively. The moments of regular reset are signified by arrows. As it can be seen, without a regular update, such a condition can lead to a false failure report as both magnitude and angle criterion can satisfy the fault location conditions.
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![Graphs showing phase angle and magnitude over time for phases A, B, and C.]

**Figure 5.150:** K-factors regular updates impact on the security of SR based fault location method.

![Graphs showing left and right section angles and magnitude over time for phases A, B, and C.]

**Figure 5.151:** K-factor regular updates impact on the security of enhanced neutral current based fault location method.
5.10 Proposed Methods Verification for an Existing Utility System

In the previous subsections of this chapter, the fault location methods were evaluated on either adapted bank constructions from industrial publications/standards or actual banks. To further verify the proposed methods, a power system model representing an actual utility was provided. Fig. B.6, in the Appendix B, shows the single line diagram of the system and Table B.3, in the Appendix B, provides details on the ungrounded fuseless bank connected to this system. Both the proposed methods for ungrounded double wye banks and the ungrounded single wye banks will be verified in this section for fault location determination. It is worth noting that this double wye bank has once assumed to have neutral current unbalance protection and once, as a single wye bank, neutral voltage unbalance protection.

**Case 15-1** Simulation includes the following internal failures:

- a capacitor element fails in phase B at 0.2 s
- three capacitor elements fail at 0.3 s, in the same phase

Figs. 5.152-5.154 illustrate the operating principle, the security counters, and the output of the fault location. As can be seen the proposed SR method determines the failures successfully. Simulation of shunt faults at the bus showed successful detection of the failure. If the shunt fault involves the same phase as where the element fails, the detection will be delayed until the fault is cleared.

![Figure 5.152: The proposed SR fault location principle for Case 15-1.](image-url)
Figure 5.153: The proposed SR fault location counter for Case 15-1.

Figure 5.154: The proposed SR fault location output for Case 15-1.
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The following scenario is selected for demonstration of the results.

**Case 15-2** The scenario includes the following events:

- a phase B to ground fault happens at 0.2 s and is cleared at 0.35 s
- an element fails in the same phase at 0.25 s

Figs. 5.155-5.157 illustrate the operating principle, the security counters, and the output of the fault location. As can be seen the proposed SR method determines the failures successfully, note that this is a result of utilizing angle criterion, magnitude criterion, and pickup counters.

Figure 5.155: The proposed SR fault location principle for Case 15-2.

Figure 5.156: The proposed SR fault location counter for Case 15-2.
The same power system is simulated for verification of the enhanced fault location method for double wye banks. A complete illustrative scenario is chosen for demonstration of the results.

**Case 15-3** The scenario includes the following events:

- an element fails in phase A of the right section at 0.2 s
- a phase A to ground fault happens at the Bus at 0.3 s and is cleared at 0.45 s
- an element fails in phase A of the right section at 0.3 s
- another element fails in phase A of the right section at 0.35 s
- an element fails in the left section of phase C at 0.5 s

Figs. 5.158-5.160 illustrate the operating principle, the security counters, and the output of the fault location. As can be seen the proposed enhanced method determines the failures successfully. It is worthwhile to note that the two consecutive failures happened during the shunt fault are not distinguishable in terms of occurrence time but the method successfully determined that there were two failures. This is because the algorithm is somehow blind during the external faults as it was concluded before.
Figure 5.158: The proposed fault location principle for Case 15-3.

Figure 5.159: The proposed fault location counter for Case 15-3.
Figure 5.160: The proposed fault location output for Case 15-3.

5.11 Summary

This chapter presented a comprehensive method validation. Both the proposed methods and the literature methods that were investigated in terms of assumptions in the previous chapter, were evaluated. Beside the evaluations under normal system conditions, external unbalances were also deployed in the simulations to check the fault location algorithms reliability. Simulations included measurement noise, harmonics, and steady state voltage unbalances. Results validate reliability of the methods, although in some configurations blocking was applied to prevent from loss of algorithm security.
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Proposed Methods Applications and Online Monitoring

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the proposed methods’ properties are further compared and discussed to demonstrate their advantages and applications. A commercial shunt capacitor bank relay is tested to present the shortcomings of conventional unbalance relaying. Features of the proposed methods make them online monitoring methods rather than only fault location methods. In this regard, applications such as fuse saving for externally fused SCBs is perceived and verified using an illustrative scenario, also the existing fault location methods are compared with regard to required features for online monitoring application.

6.2 Online Monitoring vs Fault Location

The proposed methods can be viewed as rather online monitoring methods [51] than fault location only methods. This originates from their self-tuning property. Dynamic calibration of the operating quantity enables generating internal failure reports with the following applications:

- Providing time stamped event records for postmortem and root cause analysis
- Quantifying the unbalance level to arrange preventive maintenance during planned outages
- Localizing the fault location problem down to 1/6 (Double Banks) or 1/3 (Single Banks) of the search space for internally fused and fuseless HV-SCBs
- Fuse saving for externally fused SCBs

The proposed methods features are summarized for the sake of comparison in the two next subsections.
6.2.1 Failure’s Involved Phase Determination Methods

Table 6.1 summarizes the proposed method online monitoring features vs the existing fault location methods. The following explain each row of Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Method Comparison for Internal Failures
Online Monitoring (Ungrounded Wye Banks)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✓ Determining the involved phase</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ Addressing ambiguous failures</td>
<td>✗ Disclaimer 1</td>
<td>✗ Disclaimer 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ Determining consecutive failures</td>
<td>Mentions manual re-set [27,35] (no demonstration)</td>
<td>✗ Disclaimer 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ Dynamic report of number of failed capacitors</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ Fuse saving for externally fused SCBs</td>
<td>Mentioned in [35] (no demonstration)</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ Adapted for banks grounded via CT/ Capacitor (Neutral Unbalance Protection)</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>Disclaimer 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Disclaimer 1: The method seems to apply a manual reset, therefore it seems to be vulnerable to offsetting failures.

Disclaimer 2: The method compensates for pre-existing imbalance based on when the bank is commissioned (undamaged) only, therefore it seems that it does not consider consecutive failures and their offsetting effect.

Disclaimer 3: The method is not dependent on neutral measurement. Therefore, grounding impedance or measured quantity is not discussed.

The first row shows the common feature of the methods, which is determining the involved phase for a single event of capacitor element failures.

The second row points out to the fact that failures in different phases can offset against each other. When the algorithm does not automatically record the determined failures or is not able to determine subsequent failures or has a high pickup delay, due to algorithm security or safety margin, such failures will result in ambiguous alarms or no alarms.

The third row points out the ability to reset the operating quantity and to forget previous failures in order to determine any consecutive failure. If the algorithm can not forget the past failures it won’t be able to determine consecutive failures because pre-existing unbalance has impact on the operating quantity.

The forth row highlights the online monitoring feature of dynamic reporting of number of failures. Although magnitude of operating quantities are proportional to the unbal-
ance; however, quantizing the level and following failures is an online monitoring feature that conventional unbalance protection methods do not provide.

The fifth row shows the application of the monitoring method for fuse saving for externally fused SCBs, which is a direct result of online monitoring. The method in [35] only points out to such an application but does not elaborate on this or provide any demonstration.

The sixth row presents the adapted SR feature that is proposing online monitoring for two other grounding arrangements from IEEE Std C37.99: SCBs grounded via CT and grounded via a low voltage capacitor (at the common neutral point). The method of [36] does not need neutral measurement, instead requires three phase currents in addition to the bus voltages, and therefore is applicable to ungrounded and grounded banks. However, we wish to note that measuring a corresponding neutral quantity is the common practice for unbalance protection of ungrounded banks and for solidly grounded banks the common practice is deploying voltage differential (tap voltages are provided).

Both of the methods’ details are not disclosed in readily available literature. However, the SEL method discussed in [26,27,34,35] was simulated based on the available resources. Details such as magnitude criteria, algorithm pick up and drop out conditions were not available. Therefore, except for the rudimentary simulation cases that determine involved phase of single failures, we didn’t include particular simulation results of that method in the previous chapter.

The investigated scenario is:

- Single element failure in phase A at 0.2 s
- Multiple element failure in phase B at 0.25 s
- Consecutive failure in phase A at 0.3 s
- Multiple element failure in phase C at 0.35 s

Fig. 6.1 shows successful pick up of a first failure (pointed out by the arrow), but as it can be seen from Fig. 6.3, this method seem not to be able to pick up for the second failure, please refer to Section 3.3 for details of the detection zones marked in gray in this figure. Even with occurrence of the second failure, the first failure’s operand will drop out if the pickup delay is not short enough. The offsetting effect is apparent in the magnitude shown in Fig. 6.2.

In comparison, Fig. 6.4 shows the proposed method’s successful determination of each of the failures which is a result of calibration and reset of the SR followed by each failure detection and record.

### 6.2.2 Failure’s Involved Phase and Section Determination Methods

Table 6.2 summarizes the proposed method online monitoring features vs the existing fault location methods.

The SEL method was simulated using the basic information in the literature.
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Figure 6.1: Involved phase determination criterion for the SEL method—each colored zone represents one phase.

Figure 6.2: Magnitude of the operating function of the SEL method, note the impact of offsetting against the previous failures.

Figure 6.3: Assertion and de-assertion of the output operand for the SEL method.
Table 6.2: Method Comparison for Internal Failures
Online Monitoring (Ungrounded Y-Y Banks)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✓ Determining the involved phase</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ Addressing ambiguous failures</td>
<td>✗ Disclaimer 1</td>
<td>Disclaimer 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ Determining consecutive failures</td>
<td>Mentions manual re-set [27,35] (no demonstration)</td>
<td>Disclaimer 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ Dynamic report of number of failed capacitors</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>Via lookup table (not calibrated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ Fuse saving for externally fused SCBs</td>
<td>Mentioned in [35] (no demonstration)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ Adapted for grounded banks (Neutral Unbalance Protection)</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>Disclaimer 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ Less detection delay under external disturbance</td>
<td>Disclaimer 4</td>
<td>Disclaimer 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Disclaimer 1 The method seems to apply a manual reset, therefore it seems to be vulnerable to offsetting failures.
Disclaimer 2 Method works based on angle of step change for a single quantity based on one of the phases (see literature review). Preliminary simulations show that this angle seems to be close to zero for subsequent unbalance current measurements, thus it can not identify consecutive failures or compensate for pre-existing unbalance.
Disclaimer 3 Details of the method is not disclosed in the readily available literature, comparison simulations not available.
Disclaimer 4 According to our simulations this method seems to have more delay in some cases.
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An offsetting scenario was considered to demonstrate the shortcomings that SEL method seem to have. It is worthwhile to recall that in the previous chapter the delay issue of this method was verified under the external unbalances due to presence of a considerable neglected negative sequence current. The illustrative offsetting scenario to be compared here is:

- Single element failure in phase B left section, at 0.2
- Consecutive failure in phase B right section, at 0.25
- Single element failure in phase C left section, at 0.3
- Consecutive failure in phase C right section, at 0.35

In Figure 6.5 successful determination of the first failure by the SEL method is shown by an arrow, however, as pointed by the circle, the consecutive failure in that phase is missed. The third failure is also determined successfully but its consecutive failure is again missed. Figure 6.6 demonstrates the offsetting effect of the consecutive failures. The magnitude goes back to zero once a subsequent failure balances the previous one. The output operand of the SEL method is shown in Figure 6.7. In comparison with the SEL method, Figure 6.8 shows successful monitoring of all of the four failures by the proposed method. Figure 6.9 depicts the resultant outputs from the proposed online monitoring method.

Figure 6.4: Online monitoring Application for Involved Phase Determination.
Figure 6.5: Involved phase and section determination criterion for the SEL method-each colored zone represents one phase/section.

Figure 6.6: Drop out and masking apparent in the SEL operating function magnitude.
6.2. **Online Monitoring vs Fault Location**

![Graph showing online monitoring vs fault location](image)

Figure 6.7: Missing consecutive failures for the SEL method

![Graph showing phase and section determination](image)

Figure 6.8: Online monitoring Application for Involved Phase and Section Determination, Decision Criteria.
6.3 Demonstrating Fuse Saving for Externally Fused SCBs

Developing fault location methods is not meaningful for externally fused SCBs since they have failed units visual indication. However, because it is more common for them to experience cascading element failures [52], there is a perceived application of internal failure monitoring for fuse saving in this type of capacitor unit design [35]. This means providing advance alarms before the unbalance leads to fuse operation. Similar to fuseless SCBs, the failed elements remain as short circuits, thus verified fault location methods for fuseless SCBs are considered verified for externally fused SCBs as well. This is due to the same PSCAD model and MATLAB algorithm for these two unit design philosophies. As an illustrative case study for an ungrounded externally fused bank the following events were simulated. Details of the bank and the utility system are covered in Appendix B Table B.4 and Fig. B.6, respectively.

- Single element failure in phase A at 0.2 s
- Double element failure in phase C at 0.25 s
- Consecutive element failure in phase C at 0.3 s
- Consecutive element failure in phase A at 0.35 s

The variations in the SR along with the successful outcome of the proposed fault location method are presented in Fig. 6.10.
Figure 6.10: Fault location report for externally fused SCBs (a) the proposed SR magnitude and angle variations. (b) involved phase and number of shorted parallel element groups.
6.4 Comparing Conventional Unbalance Relaying of a Commercial Relay

Conventional unbalance relaying is dedicated to internal failures detection and to trip the bank when the unbalance level can cause cascading failure and damage to the bank. Therefore, failure information such as the involved phase or auto re-calibration of the operating quantity are not considered for such a protective function. Here we demonstrate what are the operand states for the mentioned illustrative scenarios and what they lack in terms of online monitoring information.

6.4.1 The open loop test set-up

In order to test a commercial multi-functional capacitor bank relay, LabVIEW software was used for play back of PSCAD COMTRADE records. The hardware platform is NI cDAQ 9178 with NI 9264 analog output module. The commercial relays available in our research laboratory accept low level inputs and the step down ratio is compensated by the relay in order to process the same signals as the PSCAD time domain simulations, by the protective functions. The corresponding step down scales are calculated separately for voltages and currents as follows:

\[
\frac{V_{\text{out}}}{V_{\text{in}}} = \frac{2.5}{2.12 \times \frac{115}{\sqrt{3}} \times \sqrt{2}}
\]

\[
\frac{I_{\text{out}}}{I_{\text{in}}} = \frac{2.5}{23 \times 5 \times \sqrt{2}}
\]

In which the outputs are limited to 5 \( V_{p-p} \), and the rms value of the rated secondary of the VTs and CTs are 115 L-L and 5 A, respectively. A safety margin factor in pu of this secondary value is also considered for system transients.

6.4.2 Relay outputs analysis

To further demonstrate the proposed method advantages, a commercial relay was tested using PSCAD COMTRADE records. To test the voltage based unbalance protection, same event sequence as the scenario in Fig. 6.4 was played back for the relay. For the sake of comparison, the relay pickup and dropout delays have been adjusted similar to the proposed method; however, it is common practice to apply a delay of 10-30 s for the most sensitive stage of the conventional unbalance protection, STG1 in Fig 6.11, and a short dropout delay of 0.25 s for all of the stages. The relay oscillography records are depicted in Fig. 6.11, where the arrows show the assumed short pickup delays. In comparison with the demonstrated report of number and location of element failures by the proposed method in Fig. 6.4, the following points can be seen for the tested conventional unbalance protection.

- At instant 1, STG 1 has picked up, however the involved phase is unknown.
6.4. Comparing Conventional Unbalance Relaying of a Commercial Relay

- At instant 2, STG 2 has picked up, however there is not enough information regarding the current and the former event (Phase A one failure, Phase B two failures). This is considered as an ambiguous alarm.

- At instant 3, a consecutive failure happens in phase A but no change can be found in the relay operands. This shows missing an event. The operating quantity’s magnitude is not proportional to the level of unbalance when consecutive failures happen in different phases.

- At instant 4, all of the phases have two failed elements, this is an offsetting scenario and as it can be seen the operating quantity jumps to the pre-existing unbalance value and the picked up functions are reset.

Furthermore, if the pickup delays had been set to their typical value, even the first picked up stage would have been dropped out before it can operate the function output, resulting in missing all of the internal failures. The mentioned points demonstrate the importance of a per-phase indicating quantity with automatic re-calibration upon determining each failure for the purpose of online monitoring.

Figure 6.11: Relay oscillography records for voltage based unbalance protection.

To test the current-based unbalance protection methods for comparison with the proposed involved phase and section determination methods, the scenario of Figure 6.9
was played back for the relay. After adjusting each stage’s pick up value the following points can be seen in the resultant relay oscillography records, Figure 6.12. The top plot shows the operating quantity which is magnitude of a neutral current based signal.

![Relay oscillography records for current based unbalance protection.](image)

**Figure 6.12:** Relay oscillography records for current based unbalance protection.

- At instant 1, STG 1 has picked up, however the involved phase/section is unknown.
- At instant 2, the offsetting effect resets the operating quantity, the consecutive failure is missed and even the previous failure is determinable only when the drop out delay is high or operand has a latched setting.
- At instant 3, again STG 1 picks up but without involved phase/section information.
- At instant 4, again offsetting resets the operating quantity resulting in missing the events.
6.5 Summary

In this chapter applications of the proposed fault location methods were demonstrated. Fuse saving for externally fused banks and online monitoring of internal failures can result in preventive maintenance for SCBs. By determining ambiguous failure scenarios, the proposed reliable monitoring methods can reduce the outages due to cascading failures. This property was highlighted by comparison with a commercial relay unbalance protection operands for the simulated illustrative scenarios.
Chapter 7

Summary, Conclusions and Future Works

High Voltage Shunt Capacitor Banks (HV-SCBs) are manufactured with series and parallel connection of capacitor units. Each capacitor unit itself is comprised of tens of capacitor elements. Internal element failure is a common source of unbalance in SCBs as a result of dielectric failure. After certain number of element failures, tripping should take place which prevents from cascading failures or further voltage stress on the remaining elements. As an online monitoring tool which assists decision making and front line crews to spend less time on maintenance service, fault location of HV-SCBs is an asset for a capacitor bank protection and control relay. It helps to determine the location of those failed elements that have led to tripping. Fault location data is also useful for planning maintenance schedules before an unplanned trip takes place.

7.1 Summary and Conclusions

The challenges for fault location determination and the motivation for the project was explained first. One of the challenges for locating internal failures is the number of available measurement points or equivalently the number of transducers that measure voltages/currents of the SCB. This limits the fault location to determining the phase and section in which the element has failed. Because it is seldom economic to add voltage or current transducers for solely fault location, the thesis has aimed to propose methods based on the already available measurements that are practically available from utilities’ existing monitoring programs. The other challenge is cascading failures, and failures that become ambiguous because of the impact of subsequent failures. This challenge was addressed in the thesis by determining consecutive failures location and resetting the algorithm principle. The proposed principles also include inherent compensation terms and updating routines, not to operate for other sources of unbalance than internal failures, such as: system unbalance, inherent unbalance due to manufacturing tolerances, gradual changes in capacitance due to weather conditions, partial shading, and aging of the cans.

The theory of unbalance protection methods as the sensitive relaying scheme to internal
failures in SCBs was discussed in a separate introductory chapter. Application of the known relationships among the measured voltages/currents taken around the SCB for deriving unbalance operation functions was presented. The fundamentals of compensating terms in unbalance relaying were explained as the basis for devising fault location methods.

An extensive literature survey was carried out because the subject was covered under various titles in patents and industrial conferences rather than common academic literature. The literature survey was further elaborated by investigating the approaches to deriving the final decision making equations of a relevant fault location method in the literature. The literature survey chapter also gave an idea of different connections in SCBs and the most commonly available measurements.

The main chapter of the thesis describes the proposed methods. The proposed methods are divided into two categories, those based on a new indicating quantity derived by estimation of the change in each phase reactance, namely the "Superimposed Reactance (SR) based" methods, which are actually voltage-based, and the ones that are enhanced versions of current-based unbalance protection. Apart from the main case study of SCBs that were adapted from the literature data, particular existing utility configurations were also discussed for fault location in regard to additional measurements. Beside each method’s decision criteria derivation, the dynamic unbalance compensation, detection of number of failed elements and other detailed settings of the methods, such as blinders, and counting schemes were presented.

Similar to many other protection applications, evaluation of the proposed methods under fault and no-fault conditions was required. With a difference that the detection time is not critical for the present monitoring scheme. The evaluations also included the investigated methods of the literature.

The presented results validated reliability of the proposed methods for double wye SCBs under external unbalances. This was explained to be due to equal impact of system unbalances for both of the wye sections. Simulations showed that depending on the type of external unbalance, delays might impact the fault location determination. For single wye SCBs results demonstrated that for ungrounded banks and banks grounded via CTs, the output of fault location should be blocked in case of system faults. Magnitude limits and other protection functions’ output signals were suggested for this blocking. Dependability and security of all of the methods were successfully verified with simulations considering pre-existing inherent unbalance in the bank, measurement noise, harmonics, and system voltage unbalance.

The auto calibration property of the proposed methods enables generating internal failure reports that are further than a fault location report, in terms of detecting subsequent failures and live reporting of number of failed capacitor elements, and could be referred to as online monitoring system outputs. To demonstrate this advantage, comparison based on open loop testing of a commercial relay was provided. Fuse saving for externally fused SCBs was also validated as another advantage of the proposed methods.

The following terms summarize the contributions of the present research work:

- Assumptions of relevant methods of the literature were investigated and their performance analysis under external disturbances was presented, which demonstrated
issues such as detection delays due to external disturbances or importance of magnitude criterion

• A novel technique was developed for estimation of the change in reactance using available measurements for unbalance relays. The method was notified as Superimposed Reactance (SR), and a fault location technique based on this was proposed and verified for SCBs protected with neutral voltage unbalance. The proposed SR adopts calibrating factors for element failures online monitoring and inherent within its definition presents a straightforward solution to set reference indexes for estimating number of failed capacitor elements

• The concept of Superimposed Reactance was expanded for fault location of SCBs that use ground current unbalance or grounding capacitor voltage monitoring for unbalance protection

• An enhanced fault location technique was developed for SCBs protected with neutral current unbalance (both grounded and ungrounded). The algorithm enables online monitoring properties and detection of ambiguous failures

• A complete fault location method was developed and verified for an actual and common design of double wye SCBs protected with tapped voltage differential for both sections

• Based on IEEE C37.99 formulas for deriving the perunit magnitude of unbalance quantities for protection purposes, neutral voltage estimation was investigated for asymmetrical double wye SCBs fault location. Results demonstrated that a fault location based on this quantity (measurement and estimation), is not capable of distinguishing between the faulted and healthy sections for the intended configuration

• An open loop testing scheme was developed to demonstrate shortcomings of conventional unbalance relaying with respect to online monitoring. Advantages of the proposed methods were also demonstrated and compared in this respect

All of the developed fault location methods have the following properties, which present comprehensive capabilities for a fault location algorithm:

• Make the best out of the available measurements and can be embedded in unbalance relaying functions

• Deploy k-factor auto-setting and self-tuning concept

• Compensate for pre-existing unbalance in the SCB (manufacturing tolerances) and system unbalance

• Compensate for gradual changes in the capacitance (aging, temperature impacts)

• Determine consecutive failures location
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- Overcome ambiguous failures issue
- Determine number of failed elements (live report)
- Verified for reliable operation considering system harmonics, system voltage unbalance, measurement noise, and power system disturbances

7.2 Future Works

There exists potential research topic on application of current sensors, with wireless acquisition and transmission modules for direct monitoring of power system equipments including individual capacitor unit monitoring. Challenges for these monitoring systems includes the following but is not limited to them: selection of the appropriate current sensor, power supply of the modules, safety of the power supply during transients, synchronous acquisition, and the confined space for extra installations. Although commercialization of such an approach is uncertain; however, with the prospective of smart grids the future for such methods could become bright.

In case of access to high voltage laboratories and power capacitors, break down discharge can be analyzed to investigate more applications for monitoring of different type of power capacitors. The breakdown analysis result can be an asset for development of real-time supervision schemes of HV-SCBs.

With integration of intermittent renewable generations, today advanced control systems as mitigation measures for correspondent overvoltage issues are being developed; however, performing research on impact of these integrations on capacitor failures and outage times is also a perceived research area. Such a study would involve both capacitor overvoltage protection functions and unbalance protection functions.

Sensitivity analysis for the proposed methods considering inrush current limiting reactors and investigating fault location for harmonic filter banks could be a potential area for future research.
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Appendix A

Simulation Settings

The solution time step was 10\(\mu s\) and the COMTRADE recording time step was selected to be 50\(\mu s\) [53]; therefore, PSCAD applies interpolation for synchronization between the two \(\mu s\) [54]. The recorder’s low pass filter was not used, instead anti-aliasing filters were considered in PSCAD simulation before recording the signals. The filters were fourth order butter-worth low pass filters with cut off frequency of 1536 Hz.

As the time step for recording in PSCAD can only be an integer, a MATLAB function (linear interpolation or resample) must be applied in the processing code to synchronize the resampled data with the original records. Accordingly the mentioned time steps can not be adjusted to be an integer multiple of the final 64 \(\times\) 60 data sampling rate. As the resample function in MATLAB again requires a rational fraction between the recording rate and the resampling rate for the relay model, the interp1 function (linear interpolation) was used instead.
Appendix B

Simulated System and Specifications of the SCBs

Figs. B.1 and B.2 illustrate both the bank and unit construction for ungrounded single wye SCBs, they are adapted from [55] and [34], respectively. Figs. B.3 and B.4 illustrate both the bank and unit construction for ungrounded double wye SCBs, they are adapted from [27] and [34], respectively. For double wye grounded banks, the right section reactance would be the same as the left section. For double wye banks with isolated neutrals, if the bank sections are configured identical they are the same as the grounded double wye configurations. If they are configured non-identical they will be configured as the ungrounded double wye configuration.

The schematic of the simulated power system is presented in Fig. B.5. The component parameters and their values are shown in Table B.1. For the existing utility configuration of Section 4.7, a source impedance of $Z_1 = 6.67 \angle 84.28^\circ \Omega$ and $Z_0 = 13.34 \angle 70^\circ \Omega$ was used for the simulation. The extracted application settings for Fig. 4.8, and Fig. 4.10 are as follows in Table B.2.

![Figure B.1: 230 kV internally fused ungrounded single wye SCB.](image-url)
Figure B.2: 230 kV fuseless ungrounded single wye SCB.

Figure B.3: 230 kV internally fused ungrounded double wye SCB with single string per phase for each section.

Figure B.4: 230 kV fuseless ungrounded double wye SCB.
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![Schematic of the simulated power system](image)

Figure B.5: Schematic of the simulated power system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Source Impedance    | $Z_1 = 1.5 + j10$  
$Z_0 = 15 + j30$ |
| External Impedance  | $5 + j50$                                                        |
| Balanced Load       | About 40 MW per phase (dependent on the SCB capacity)  
at 0.9 power factor lagging |
| Transmission Lines  | $Z_1 = 25.45 \Omega \angle 85.9 \text{ deg}$  
$Z_0 = 68.76 \Omega \angle 74.6 \text{ deg}$ |

Table B.1: System Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCB</th>
<th>Su</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>Pst-L</th>
<th>Pst-R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 4.8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 4.10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.2: Utility Banks Construction Data

The existing utility system discussed in Section 5.10 and the corresponding SCB construction data are shown in Fig.B.6 and Table B.3, respectively, as follows.

![Single line diagram of the existing utility system](image)

Figure B.6: Single line diagram of the existing utility system.
Table B.3: Construction data for single wye SCB and each bank of the double wye SCB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protection Element</th>
<th>Ce</th>
<th>Su</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>Pst</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neutral Voltage Unbalance</td>
<td>58.936</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral Current Unbalance</td>
<td>58.936</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.4 shows the bank construction data for the externally fused SCB, this has been adapted from provided data in [1, 2].

Table B.4: Construction data for the single wye SCB with externally fused units

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ce</th>
<th>Su</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.316</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C

Plot of Additional Signals During External Unbalance

Residual and Neutral Voltage for Single Wye SCB

To demonstrate the changes in residual and neutral voltages upon internal and external failures the following scenarios are selected. An internal failure taking place at 0.25 second, in the phase C of a fuseless wye SCB is simulated under three conditions. First, when we have the failure only, second, when we have the failure and a shunt power system fault in the middle of the transmission line with 100 ms clearing time, and last, when we have the failure happening while the same phase is open, in a 360 ms open pole tripping and a subsequent reclosure scenario.

As per equations (4.16)-(4.24) in the SR based proposed method, in addition to phase voltages, the neutral voltage and zero sequence voltage are contributing in the fault location principle definition; therefore, the plots of these two variables in the three aforementioned case studies, are presented here. Figs. C.1-C.3 illustrate the comparison for the three aforesaid scenarios, respectively. Simulations include presence of pre-existing SCB unbalance, harmonics, measurement noise, and voltage unbalance.

The effect of internal failure on neutral voltage can be seen in Fig. C.1. In case of external disturbance the results will be different. Affecting both neutral voltage and the zero sequence voltage.

Neutral Current and Compensated Neutral Current for Double Wye SCB

To demonstrate the changes in compensated and uncompensated neutral measurements upon internal and external failures the following scenarios are selected to illustrate the signal variations. An internal failure taking place at 0.25 second, in the phase A of a fused double wye SCB is simulated under three conditions.

First, when we have the failure only, second, when we have the failure and a shunt power system fault in the middle of the transmission line with 100 ms clearing time (includes both phase to phase and phase to ground fault (once phase A another scenario phase B) with 20Ω fault resistance), and last, when we have the failure happening while the same phase is open, in a 360 ms open pole tripping and a subsequent reclosure scenario.
Figure C.1: Neutral voltage and zero sequence voltage, internal failure only (the bank and system have pre-existing unbalance too).

Figure C.2: Neutral voltage and zero sequence voltage, simultaneous internal failure and shunt power system fault.
Figure C.3: Neutral voltage and zero sequence voltage, internal failure in one phase of the SCB while the same phase of the line is open.

Figs. C.4-C.13 demonstrate the compensated neutral current, neutral current, and neutral voltage along-with the fault location counter for each of the afore-stated scenarios, respectively.

With reference to Fig. C.5 the internal failure location is determined in less than 50 ms. In addition, Fig. C.4 presents the fact that neutral voltage phase angle variation in case of failure is minimal in double wye SCBs. As can be seen, it takes more than 50 ms to determine the failure location. Also, again the necessity of compensation is apparent in the phase angle plot as the neutral current and voltage phase angles do not follow any special patterns to differentiate an internal failure. Successful fault location determination in various fault resistance and fault clearance times had been validated before, here again we see same results. The only change from the previous scenario is the higher magnitude jump in the neutral voltage. From the figures of both shunt power system faults, and open poles that involve the same phase as the one that includes the internal failure, we conclude that the magnitude of the compensated neutral current does not jump as much as it is expected unless the fault is cleared or the open pole is reclosed. However, for double wye banks in the event of an open pole, the fault location still is reliable and there isn’t any need for blocking the fault location function.

For grounded bank, simulations show that there is no need for restraint supervision for fault location. Fault location is not susceptible to external unbalance, except for the introduced detection delays.
Figure C.4: Neutral measurements for a scenario including an internal failure occurrence

Figure C.5: The proposed fault location counter for an internal failure occurrence
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Figure C.6: Neutral measurements for a scenario including an internal failure occurrence during a power system phase to phase fault.

Figure C.7: The proposed fault location counter for the scenario of Fig. C.6.
Figure C.8: Neutral measurements for a scenario including an internal failure occurrence during a power system phase to ground fault for the same phase.

Figure C.9: The proposed fault location counter for the scenario of figure C.8.
Figure C.10: Neutral measurements for a scenario including an internal failure occurrence during a power system phase to ground fault in another phase.

Figure C.11: The proposed fault location counter for the scenario of figure C.10.
Figure C.12: Neutral measurements for a scenario including an internal failure occurrence during an open pole in the same phase.

Figure C.13: The proposed fault location counter for the scenario of figure C.12.
Figs. C.14, and C.15 show the way that same phase shunt fault and other phase shunt faults, respectively, affect both the fault location principle (compensated value), and the uncompensated measurement.

As can be seen in Figs. C.15, and C.14 unlike the ungrounded bank, Figs. C.8, and C.10, the effect of same phase faults and the faults that do not involve the phase that has the failed element are the same for grounded banks and that is why both of the scenarios for grounded banks result in detection delay.

Figure C.14: Compensated and uncompensated neutral current for fault in phase B and internal failure in phase B

Figure C.15: Compensated and uncompensated neutral current for fault in phase A and internal failure in phase B
Appendix D

Additional Simulation Results on Measurement Accuracy

In this appendix some simulation results which demonstrate the successful performance of the proposed fault location methods considering instrumentation errors, system unbalance, and harmonic rich scenarios, are presented. Impact of system unbalance, capacitor inherent unbalance, and both of these unbalances on the estimated superimposed reactance quantity is shown in Figure D.1. The simulated failures have been:

- Single element failure in phase A at 0.2 s
- Double element failure in phase B at 0.25 s
- Consecutive failure in phase A at 0.3 s
- Double element failure in phase C at 0.35 s

Figure D.1: Superimposed Reactance Magnitude, case I: system unbalance and capacitor unbalance, case II: capacitor unbalance only, case III: system unbalance only.
Simulations have verified the successful fault location report for the simulated cases. This is due to the fact that irrespective of the level of unbalance between three phase phasors, each phase’s estimated voltage phasor is accurate. Also the calibrating factors effectiveness ensure reliable online monitoring of the capacitor failures. Our simulations have also validated the performance of the proposed methods for system unbalances of 8%. In practice voltage unbalance in transmission systems is required to be kept as low as 2% or less.

With regard to CT/PT errors, we should point out that the proposed methods have differential property and apart from the initial compensation, that negates any pre-existing unbalance measured due to errors, they apply thresholds and zones to account for the remainder of error consequences. In general by deploying magnitude zones, i.e. upper and lower limits for magnitude thresholds, or blocking by means of time delays or supervision from other protective functions of a capacitor bank multi-functional numerical relay, the proposed method security during system faults is also taken care of. We do block the monitoring function because we do not deal with system faults. This is due to the fact that the monitoring function is dedicated to internal failures that impose minor changes on the measurement channels. As verified in Chapter 5, even in worst case scenarios upon clearance of the disturbance the transient error will vanish and even an internal failure event that might occur during these severe transients will be eventually monitored and recorded in capacitor element failure reports.

Based on reference [56], the errors of a CVT and inductive voltage transformer, change very little for voltage variations and the voltage dependence can for all practical applications be neglected. To investigate ratio errors, a maximum ratio error of 6% from rated values in voltage transformers and CVTs [56] was simulated. Figure D.2 shows the impact of the ratio error on the superimposed reactance. In this figure, no measurement noise case, 50 dB SNR case, and 50 dB SNR plus 6% ratio error are shown for online monitoring of the selected scenario earlier mentioned in this appendix. Simulations have verified successful fault location for these scenarios.

![Figure D.2: Superimposed Reactance Magnitude, case I: no measurement noise, case II: 50 dB SNR, case III: 50 dB SNR and 6% ratio error.](image-url)
For CT errors, we assumed a high ratio error of 10% [56] for another illustrative scenario under system fault for a SCB grounded through CT. The simulation scenario includes the following events:

- A Phase B to Ground Fault at 0.2 s which lasts for 100 ms
- Two elements failure in phase B of the capacitor bank at 0.25 s

As can be seen in Figure D.3, the change in the SR has been negligible. This figure has been zoomed to the time interval in which the decision criteria has been satisfied and the internal failure is detected.

Applying different potential transformer characteristics (B-H curves) or different PSCAD CT models have also verified successful performance of the proposed methods.

![Figure D.3: A closer look at the SR considering Neutral CT ratio error.](image)

As explained, our studies have considered non-ideal scenarios. Power system harmonics, and measurement noise are other factors we have considered. The reason the proposed methods are robust against such factors is the fact that:

- The proposed method does not rely on any new measurement and only requires the actual measurements present in the HV substations today.
- The relay model for the proposed methods deploys the filters that numerical relays deploy in practice and is therefore reliable under non-ideal conditions. These filters include: Anti-Aliasing filter, CVT Transient filter, Decaying DC Removal, and DFT filter (fundamental frequency phasor estimation).

A low pass analog filter is part of the hardware acquisition in commercial numerical SCB protection and control relays [45]. Further, digital filters with half power points of 640
Hz in product [45] or 100 Hz in product [57] are part of the input processing before the phasor calculation is performed.

In our simulations, DFT is applied for fundamental frequency phasor estimation. DFT is a long window phasor estimation algorithm which is generally considered to be immune to noise and harmonics to an acceptable extent. Frequency response of real and imaginary filter of the applied full cycle DFT with 64 samples per power system period are shown in Fig. D.4. The attenuation level for harmonics is effective while the 64 samples per cycle is one that is actually deployed in some commercial relays [3].

![Real Filter - DFT](image1)

![Imaginary Filter - DFT](image2)

Figure D.4: Full cycle DFT: frequency response.

![Frequency response of the applied anti aliasing filter](image3)

Figure D.5: Frequency response of the applied anti aliasing filter.

Neutral current waveform of a sample scenario in which a single element fails in one of the six possible locations of a double wye bank is selected to show the effectiveness of the low pass filter and the applied DFT filter, see Fig. D.6. Note that the uncompensated neutral current is depicted in this figure, i.e. the signal also carries the system unbalance and pre-existing internal unbalance of the bank besides the noise and harmonics. This demonstrates that the algorithm has been robust and able to extract the fundamental frequency phasor with an acceptable capability. To further validate the proposed method performance we made the harmonic injections 10 times richer and results verified same successful determination of the fault location. The reason is that the fundamental frequency phasor of the phase and neutral currents are estimated accurately. Fig.D.7 shows
the neutral current waveform, and the estimated fundamental frequency phasor for this scenario.

Figure D.6: Low pass filter and DFT filter application on the measured signal.

Figure D.7: Low pass filter and DFT filter application on the measured signal for system with ten times richer harmonic sources.
Appendix E

Further on SCB’s Protection and Internal Failures

During this study some useful information from utility practice was learned and here is a summary of the main parts.

E.1 Other protection functions for SCBs

Apart from fusing, which is the first line of protection against over-current, and unbalance relaying, which is the subject of the present thesis and helps to disconnect the SCB to prevent from cascading failures inside the SCB, HV shunt capacitor banks are protected in various ways by different utilities. Common protection elements include the followings. Applicability of these functions depends on which CTs or VTs are available and the protection philosophy of the utility:

No Volt Protection On supply failure, SCBs should be disconnected and locked out to prevent from automatic switch-on upon resumption of grid supply. Reclosing is only allowed after passing the capacitor’s expected safe discharge time. Even sudden voltage dips may cause the charged capacitors discharge into the terminal equipment and damage them [18].

Line and Overvoltage Protection The overall cover for the complete capacitor bank and any ancillary equipment, including cabling, busbars, and other external connections is line and over voltage protection [58]. In particular, this would be overcurrent function sensitive to true rms current and overvoltage protection for prolonged exceeding in the voltage, over 1.1 pu. Principally, the unbalance protection is intended to detect failed elements inside the SCB and prevent from cascading failures by tripping the bank before the stressed elements fail. However, in a healthy bank external problems can still make elements overstressed. Protection from system overvoltages that might cause this overstress is done via overvoltage protection [3].
E.2 Resistive Potential Devices (RPDs)

Some utilities employ resistance type voltage sensing devices for voltage monitoring of shunt capacitor banks. A commercial product of this type is S&C 15 Volt Ampere Potential [5]. The 15 VA Resistive Potential Device (RPD) is applicable to neutral to ground connection of ungrounded wye connected SCBs. For intermediate tap point to ground connections on grounded wye SCBs, and for line to ground connections in all other applications 30 VA RPDs are applicable. The RPDs have constant current output like CTs. An adjustable burden resistor is connected across the output terminals and produces an output voltage directly proportional to the voltage applied to the line terminal.

Particularly, the superiority of the 15 VA devices are first that they do not possess resonant characteristics and are immune to ferroresonance, unlike CVTs. Their limited frequency response makes them ideal for locations with high frequency transients. Second, unlike VTs, they do not saturate when subjected to switching overvoltages. As the 15 VA RPDs are immune to these voltage surges they are suitable for neutral voltage monitoring for increased sensitivity since they can be applied in ratings below the system nominal voltage. The output of RPDs has minimal phase shift and excellent linearity at low voltages. Figure E.1 illustrates a simplified diagram for a RPD connected across a low voltage capacitor. Figure E.2 depicts a more detailed schematic for the 15 VA S&C potential device. The high voltage resistor in Figure E.2 is in the range of tens of $M\Omega$.

E.3 Rack bonding

Substation capacitor units are typically mounted in racks that are insulated from the ground. One side of a parallel set of capacitors is connected to the line side of the system. The other side of the capacitors is typically either connected directly to the frame (if aluminum) or to an aluminum bus directly connected to the frame. All rack voltages are anchored at the voltage potentials of some particular capacitor unit terminals by rack bonding, i.e. the rack must be tied to a fixed potential, otherwise the voltage the capacitor bushing will be subjected to cannot be determined.
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Figure E.1: Resistive divider for voltage sensing in SCBs [1].

Figure E.2: S&C 15 VA Potential Device Schematic [5].
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